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CHAPTER 1, THEORY: 

The Significance of Intergenerational Wealth (and Wealth Strain) for Education Research 

ABSTRACT 

 Wealth predicts important social phenomena, from health outcomes, to educational 

attainment, to property ownership. Some researchers claim it allows for more precise analysis of 

these phenomena and greater historical context. Sociologists have begun to address wealth in 

empirical work, but the use of wealth measures is limited by current data collection practices and 

potential inaccuracies in such data (Spilerman 2000; Killewald 2013; Pfeffer 2014). Sociology of 

education researchers generally, and Research Practice Partnerships (RPPs) in particular, have 

scarce access to wealth data, as wealth is most commonly measured at the individual level (rather 

than the family/network level) and often exists in datasets that cannot be linked to either large-

scale or local education data. This chapter will focus on wealth as it currently exists in the 

sociological literature and attend to the strengths it has brought to the field (such greater 

predictive power than typical SES dummy measures, as well as intergenerational analysis). In it I 

will also argue for the importance of wealth data for understanding intergenerational inequality, 

especially for sociologists of education and those within education RPPs. Finally, it will act as a 

backdrop for the following two chapters of this dissertation, which will analyze qualitative 

interview data and quantitative housing data to better understand the relationship between wealth 

and postsecondary education. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sociologists have long known that wealth – defined as the value of assets less liabilities, 

usually measured at the individual or household level – is important, but have only recently 

begun to incorporate theoretical knowledge about wealth into data collection and analysis, and 
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vice versa. Wealth matters in a way that is not captured by models that use only classic, 

individual measures of socioeconomic stratification such as education, occupation, and income. 

In other words, wealth matters above and beyond the effect of these variables, and is strongly 

predictive of outcomes ranging from health to education. In other words, the predictive 

significance of wealth is indicative of a need for further wealth research, but most studies still 

use education, occupation, income, or a composite measure, and the existing studies that do use 

wealth are limited. Furthermore, there are presently few such measures within the sociology of 

education literature, which limits the extent to which the sociology of education may examine 

the intergenerational transmission of inequality. Measures of wealth, within families and across 

generations, would provide education researchers a broader view of the trajectories of students, 

based on the wealth of the family and kin networks they inhabit.  

Researchers have found that wealth is stratified by race and distributed unequally by 

gender and immigration status (Brown 2012; Addo and Lichter 2013; Woldoff and Ovadia 

2009), that its effects are reproduced intergenerationally (Musick and Mare 2008; Mare 2014), 

and that access to it is affected by family and other kin ties (Chiteji and Hamilton 2002; Haxton 

and Harknett 2009; O’Brien 2012). These insights into the characteristics of wealth, which 

researchers have gained by degrees through studies ranging from ethnographies to large-scale 

surveys, are useful in predicting a variety of outcomes in subfields ranging from population 

health to urban sociology, but they are almost nowhere to be found in the education literature. 

Using this larger body of social stratification research as a guide, I propose to theorize about the 

current state of the literature on wealth, propose some potential reasons for the near absence of 

wealth measures within education research, and forward the benefits of using intergenerational 

measures of socioeconomic status (especially for education research and practice). I will focus 
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broadly on wealth, with a special focus on wealth strain, which I define here as: burdens on a 

family’s ability to accrue assets, including holding debt, having connections to poor(er) kin and 

friend networks, or having a marginalized/minority identity; this can be financial or temporal. In 

this paper, I ask three questions:  

 (1) How does wealth help frame success and inequality as intergenerational processes? 

(2) Why are measures of intergenerational inequality – such as wealth and wealth strain – 

so underutilized in the sociology of education literature? 

(3) What might be the theoretical and empirical value of wealth and wealth strain data in 

education research? 

Historical Significance of racialized Wealth 

Racialized wealth gaps are important because of the robust relationships they have with 

various outcomes, ranging from educational attainment, to homeownership, to incarceration. The 

genesis of these gaps, many argue, can be traced to the creation of the United States and its 

booming agricultural economy through the labor of black slaves. Wealth helps us understand that 

socioeconomic status, and status differences between groups, cannot and should not be 

understood at one point in time, because wealth is an intergenerational inheritance reaching back 

to the earliest days of the nation. This idea – that racialized advantage and disadvantage have 

become written into the fabric of our social system over time – has been important for sociology 

and within the public discourse. We are collectively coming to terms, it seems, with Myrdal’s 

American Dilemma (1944), and finding as a society that the American dream of equality of 

opportunity does not fully align with, or even approach reality. We are realizing that race still 

matters, that wealth plays an important role in its significance, and that the intergenerational 
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processes of wealth distribution reproduce advantage and disadvantage anew with each 

subsequent generation.  

 Smedley (2007) identifies some of the characteristics of this intergenerational wealth 

transfer and inheritance, beginning with the rise of a racial hierarchy with the implementation of 

a robust and valuable slave economy. Although this system was deemed illegal in the mid-1800s, 

it was followed shortly thereafter by several other systems of inequality. As Feagin and Vera 

(1995) and Hamilton and Darity (2010) document, these included the rise of Jim Crow laws, 

legal segregation, anti-black terrorism, unequal application of government programs and benefits 

(such as the G.I. Bill and Federal Housing Administration policies). These persisted through the 

early- and mid-twentieth century, as did implicit discrimination in today’s housing, credit, and 

lending markets (Massey and Denton 1993). Today, the legacy of this systemic exclusion of 

black and other non-white people from full U.S. citizenship has culminated in the co-existence of 

gigantic, racialized wealth gaps and historic concentrations of wealth within particular groups. 

Paradoxically, these realities persist alongside the widespread insistence that the U.S. is a post-

racial society (Keister 2014; Oliver and Shapiro 2006), and this post-racial ideology, paired with 

a persistent framework of American individualism, have even become embedded in social 

science theory and methodology.  

Individualism and the “Big Three” 

For many decades, sociologists have depended primarily on classical, individual 

measures of stratification – such as education, occupation, and income – for much of their work 

on social systems and various social outcomes (Blau and Duncan 1967). The widespread use of 

such measures is often presumed to be due to their overabundance in large-scale survey data, and 

the theoretical purchase that the utilization of those data has helped develop in the research 
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literature. But, as I will argue in this section, this mutualistic relationship between data and 

theory also stems from a particular epistemology of success and inequality based on 

individualistic causes and outcomes. These epistemological underpinnings have kept the 

discipline of sociology locked into specific theoretical and methodological habits of social fact-

creation, which have only quite recently been challenged by the introduction of wealth as an 

important stratification measure. Rumberger (1983) and Campbell and Henretta (1980) claim, in 

fact, that wealth may be a more precise measure of economic status and of intergenerational 

inequality than the classically utilized measures. 

 Epistemology refers to the nature and scope of knowledge, or particular theories of 

knowledge (Hill Collins 2008). In sociology, and in Western sociology specifically, our research 

and the social knowledge it creates (what Petit refers to as “social facts” (2012)) are deeply 

rooted in a social and philosophical tradition of individualism. As such, our theoretical approach 

to social life, and the methods we use to measure and analyze it, are nearly inseparable. We 

collect and measure data at the individual level because in the Western tradition the individual is 

the author of their own destiny (de Tocqueville 2003 [1835]).  

 This profoundly engrained characteristic of sociological research has persisted, despite 

sociological theory and knowledge regarding the individual’s embeddedness within larger groups 

and social structures. While social science has nearly always appreciated the nesting of social 

structures, the measures used to operationalize this nesting within the literature have remained 

largely the same – namely, education, occupation, and income. These have been collected at the 

individual level and the parent/family of origin level, mostly measuring the effect of parents’ 

status on child’s status (Raftery and Hout 1993; Rumberger 1983).  
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However, social scientists have begun to widen the lens of study from the individual 

further out from the individual’s family of origin – to their grandparents (Chiteji 2010; Grusky, 

Smeeding, and Snipp 2015) and other kin and friend networks (Heflin and Pattillo 2002, 2006). 

Thus, the theoretical and the methodological have begun to converge, weakening the influence of 

individualistic methodology, and the meritocratic epistemology and assumptions that it obscures. 

Not only have the spheres in which an individual is embedded become more integrated into the 

research methodology, but the measures themselves have slowly begun to change and expand as 

well.  

The Introduction of Wealth Measures 

 Wealth, specifically understood as assets accrued at the individual or household level 

(minus debts, and either including or not including housing assets), has begun to make inroads in 

the ways sociologists approach data collection and analysis. Wealth accounts theoretically for 

privilege above and beyond the individual, because wealth building and transfer are group-

oriented processes which are facilitated through a person’s connections to various individuals 

and institutions over time. It is a historically- and structurally-oriented measure of attainment.  

Wealth is also a key measure of a family’s ability to bounce back from a significant 

financial shock, such as a natural disaster or a medical emergency, or their capacity to prepare 

for future expenditures – say, a child’s college education – above and beyond their regular 

income (Ford and Thompson 2016). Families without wealth, or with negative or “strained” 

wealth, may struggle more intensely in the face of adversity, and may not be financially resilient 

enough to prepare for costly ventures like college. Developing an understanding of the 

mechanisms that contribute to greater wealth, or prevent a family from developing and 

maintaining wealth, are key features of current and future wealth research.  
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Wealth offers significant analytic power over the traditional measures of stratification 

(Spilerman 2000; McKernan, Ratcliffe, Simms, and Zhan 2014). The addition of wealth 

measures to sociological theory, data, and analysis has led to a better overall sociological 

understanding of the historical and institutional processes operating behind stratification trends. 

The presence of such measures in the literature has made sociology a more fertile ground for 

empirical and theoretical work. For instance, Henretta and Campbell (1978) find that the effects 

of family background are transmitted via education and that, net of all other variables, earnings 

have a substantial effect on net worth. The authors suggest that expanded definitions of status 

may yield better understanding of the stratification system – and such conceptualizations have 

indeed appeared in the sociological literature. 

 This development has not been without its trials, however. For one thing, good wealth 

data are difficult to come by. Survey respondents and interview participants, from the wealthiest 

to those below the poverty line, are reluctant to share financial information with researchers, or 

may even report inaccurate information (Feber 1966; Keister 2014). Thus, when wealth data are 

collected and appear in survey data (increasingly common, but still quite rare), their accuracy is 

dubious.  

Additionally, the conversion or manipulation of different types of data to approximate 

positive or negative wealth have led to somewhat misleading claims about the statistical and 

substantive significance of wealth for certain outcomes (Conley 2009 [1999]; Killewald 2013). 

For instance, negative wealth as measured using certain types of debt (such as credit card debt, 

business loans, or student loans) may actually represent access to particular forms of institutional 

privilege which allow certain groups to get ahead through taking debt, while those with less 

access to these types of debt may fall behind. In other words, while debt generally signifies 
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disadvantage in an overall measure of wealth, there are instances in which more debt (e.g., a 

mortgage or a student loan) may actually be evidence of advantage, and smaller amounts of debt 

may indicate disadvantage. Furthermore, other types of debt (like payday loan debt or medical 

debt) may actually indicate debt disadvantage as it is usually understood. Thus, understanding 

wealth requires a consideration of the varying effects of debt in an overall measurement of 

wealth.  

Wealth has also largely remained an individual-level measure. While some datasets 

capture the wealth of family of origin as well (such as the Panel Study of Income Dynamics), 

most wealth data capture only the assets of one person, or at most one person and that person’s 

parents – a strategy which, knowing what we know about wealth, is hardly as theoretically viable 

as using wealth measures across multiple generations. Additionally, existing data sets can lead to 

gendered analyses due to the fact that wealth measures are often collected from the head of 

household. For instance, Rumberger (1983) finds that parental wealth influences schooling 

independent of other, social components of the family environment, but his analysis considers 

only father-son wealth transmission. Other obstacles to wealth’s introduction to stratification 

research are its apparent resistance (1) to collection and utilization outside of existing large-scale 

datasets, and (2) to varied measures that capture multiple theoretical contours of wealth. I will 

address each of these in turn below. 

First, while wealth data have contributed new knowledge and methodological nuance 

within and because of nationally representative data, few projects have been conducted using 

other, potentially instructive data sources. For instance, with the exception of the Panel Study of 

Income Dynamics (PSID) and the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), most other data sets 

continue to rely on income and occupational measures to approximate socioeconomic status. 
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(Additionally, the PSID and SCF have limitations of their own (Killewald 2013; Keister 2014)). 

Wealth measures and their substantive and methodological import have not been translated into 

subfields which might benefit greatly – for instance, the sociology of education. Much of the 

work in sociology of education, including research that incorporates large-scale, longitudinal 

data sets, still relies on traditional measures of SES to approximate family social status. These 

include parents’ education or occupation and parents’ income, but most often are limited to even 

blunter measures – usually whether or not a student is eligible for free or reduced price lunch 

(FRPL). These measures, while certainly indicative of a student social status and predictive of 

educational outcomes, do not approximate the predictive power that wealth measures might 

offer. 

Second, although new theoretical and methodological insights have led to somewhat 

expanded wealth data collection and greater inclusion of wealth measures in sociological 

analysis, these measures often merely reflect a straightforward positive or negative quantification 

of assets, or assets less debts. These items are certainly useful (Oliver and Shapiro 2006) and 

recommended by sociologists and economists alike (McKernan et al. 2014; Caner and Wolff 

2004; Cagetti and De Nardi 2005), but such measures limit our understanding of what wealth 

consists of, and thus they restrict greater understanding of the significance of wealth for a variety 

of outcomes. They also reflect, to some extent, the same old epistemic position shared by 

previous measures of stratification – that the individual is the primary actor in their various 

social outcomes. Such measures continue to value individualism over structuralism and all but 

ignore what we know about how individuals are embedded in broader contexts. In order to 

improve stratification research, wealth measures that account not only for positive or negative 
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wealth at the individual level, but also for various social, institutional, and network factors that 

enable or strain one’s capacity to accumulate assets must be incorporated into data and analysis.  

Why strain? 

 While simply measuring positive or negative “net worth” (the value of all assets less all 

debts) is instructive in predicting a variety of outcomes, such measures cannot account for the 

social and institutional factors that enable or strain net worth (Kaushal and Nepomnyaschy 2009; 

Keister 2014). Furthermore, they do not identify the mechanisms by which such contexts affect 

wealth. For instance, Oliver and Shapiro (2006) have shown that racial and ethnic wealth 

inequality is greater than SES, educational, employment, and income inequality. Kochhar (2004) 

found that black and Latino households have higher rates of asset poverty (zero or negative net 

worth) than white households (32 and 26%, compared to whites’ 13%).  

Such findings are interesting demographically in that they highlight the stark wealth 

stratification that exists in the U.S., but they cannot tell us how those inequalities developed or 

why they persist. Evidence for this development and persistence requires more nuanced 

measures of wealth, as well as a sociohistorical perspective on wealth that integrates critical race 

theory and which incorporates family and kin networks (Horton and Sykes 2001; Conley 2001). 

This perspective allows for assessment of which measures might better strengthen existing 

wealth data and how such measures might be more readily collected and made more accessible 

to education researchers.  

 The factors that strain a family’s ability to accumulate wealth are of particular interest to 

the larger project of which this article is a part. The concept of wealth strain will be used to 

identify and better measure the mechanisms by which wealth (or a lack thereof) is translated into 

educational outcomes. Wealth strain, defined here as: burdens on a family’s ability to accrue 
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assets, including holding debt, having connections to poor(er) kin and friend networks, or having 

a marginalized/minority identity (which can be financial or temporal), is a concept informed by 

the body of sociological research that has interacted with existing wealth data to further explore 

the unique contours of wealth and the mechanisms through which it becomes significant – both 

substantively and statistically. The inclusion in this project of extended family and kin networks, 

immigration status, family structure, and gender as sites of potential strain are also inspired by 

this literature as well as by the sociological literatures on race/ethnicity, and family. Below, I will 

outline in detail some of the core pieces which have moved forward sociological knowledge 

about wealth and informed my own argument that wealth and wealth strain in particular are 

crucial and missing components of stratification research, and particularly research in the 

sociology of education.  

CRITICAL LITERATURE REVIEW 

Early Foundations and Theory 

 Since the early twentieth century, sociologists have been conceptualizing and measuring 

social stratification using variables such as education, income, and occupation. Indeed, this 

tradition can be traced to the early work of German social theorists, who believed that cities were 

primarily sites of capital markets and the occupational stratification that flowed from them 

(Weber 1905, Simmel 1903). American researchers like Wirth (1938) and Park and Burgess 

(1967) followed up on these trends, using similar variables and concepts – generally related to 

individualism and capitalism – to understand modern society. A functionalist view of 

stratification grew within this tradition, setting its methodological sights specifically on 

understanding occupational differentiation under capitalism (Davis and Moore 1945). 
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 Critiques of these earlier works, especially of functionalism, have been enumerated 

elsewhere (Logan and Molotch 1987), but it is worth re-iterating that functionalism particularly, 

and early twentieth century stratification research more broadly, focus narrowly on the individual 

and their place in society, usually without thorough consideration of social and institutional 

contexts. While methods and measures focusing on the individual are useful for predicting a 

wide variety of outcomes, other theorists have posited that looking beyond these measures (and 

this unit of analysis) may have profound benefits for stratification models and for sociological 

theorization of stratification.  

Building off of Blau and Duncan’s (1967) status attainment perspective, some of the 

earliest sociological work to identify the potential benefits of wealth measures noted that net 

worth, including housing wealth (and parents’ home ownership), could have vast analytic 

benefits for status attainment models (Henretta and Campbell 1978; Henretta 1984). These 

authors suggested that including asset measures (however crude) and measuring 

intergenerational transfers of such assets are crucial for future work on status and stratification. 

This work was also some of the earliest research to explore the importance of family structure on 

wealth accumulation (Henretta and Campbell 1978). However, even when research has included 

wealth measures, it has suffered from a highly gendered analytic approach, often only including 

status variables for the father (Henretta and Campbell 1978; Rumberger 1983; Hout 1988). A 

more thorough examination of the asset accumulation or strain of women and mothers, and the 

contribution of these processes to the stratification of future generations, is required to round out 

future research in this vein.  

Additionally, even though mid- to late-twentieth century work highlights the importance 

of wealth in studying status and intergenerational mobility, the relationship between wealth and 
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educational outcomes remains understudied. Where this link is examined in the literature, the 

theoretical approach lacks a robust intergenerational dimension and does not probe for processes 

and mechanisms other than those which already exist in the survey data. As mentioned above, 

wealth strain as a concept is particularly absent from the theory and the methodological 

literature, as are mechanisms that contribute to strain – specifically, certain experiences of 

immigrant families, connections to poor kin networks, and family structure. That being said, 

there are several researchers who have begun to plumb various aspects of these mostly-

unmeasured depths, whose examples I intend to follow and converse with throughout this 

project. 

Recent Work on Wealth  

The inclusion of wealth in sociological models, and in sociological theory about 

stratification and intergenerational mobility, has continued and increased in recent years. While 

the existing body of work does not generally address the needed concepts and mechanisms 

outlined above, many of the authors therein have significantly advanced the sociological 

understanding of wealth and argued for its analytic utility (Spilerman 2001). 

Conley’s 2009 [1999] work on wealth and racial wealth inequality is particularly useful 

in highlighting the racialized history of this trend, specifically how and why property ownership 

became an important component of wealth inequality, especially during the Reconstruction and 

Jim Crow eras. Conley claims that race and property “form the nexus for the persistence of 

black-white inequality” in the contemporary U.S., and that property disparities have contributed 

to an overrepresentation of blacks among those with negative wealth (2009 [1999]:5). Oliver and 

Shapiro (2006) is perhaps one of the most well-known pieces in this body of work, and also 

addresses the centrality of property ownership in the transition from black slavery to freedom, 
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including the failure of the Southern Homestead Act, the white suburbanization of America, and 

the racism of the Federal Housing Administration – events and practices that continue to shape 

today’s wealth distribution.  

Such theoretical and sociohistorical overviews are important, both because of the 

evidence they provide for the significance of wealth and the context they give to the racialized 

nature of the wealth distribution. They have contributed to the broader sociological literature on 

wealth by further supporting the argument (initiated by their aforementioned forbears) that 

wealth is worth studying and to provide organization for that endeavor – namely, by suggesting 

the impact of property and intergenerational wealth transfers on various outcomes.  

Several empirical pieces have taken this framework and refined and expanded on it. For 

instance, Hilber and Liu (2008) explore the likelihood that newly formed households will have 

transitioned into homeownership given their family background and find that household wealth 

(of one’s parents) explains almost two-thirds of the black-white gap in homeownership. 

Specifically, they find that what matters in predicting homeownership is whether one’s parents 

have accumulated some wealth (above $10k). McKernan et al. (2014) find that African American 

and Hispanic families (both immigrant and non-immigrant) receive less in private wealth 

transfers (gifts or inheritances from family members) than do white families. Both groups receive 

less in support, and Hispanic families – especially immigrant Hispanic families – give more in 

support than white non-Hispanic families (e.g., remittances). Overall, they estimate that the 

African American shortfall in large gifts and inheritances accounts for 12% of the white-black 

racial wealth gap.  

These studies demonstrate the substantive and empirical significance of intergenerational 

wealth transfer. Others, like O’Brien (2012) and Heflin and Pattillo (2002, 2006) have addressed 
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strain created by intra-network transfers and informal financial support. Specifically, O’Brien 

(2012) finds that as income increases, black families are more likely than white families to report 

having provided informal financial assistance (to kin or other network members). Heflin and 

Pattillo (2006) find that middle class blacks have higher exposure to poor family members than 

do middle class whites, and that poor whites have higher exposure to better-off family members 

than do poor blacks. Additionally, they find that having a poor sibling negatively affects both 

account ownership and homeownership (Heflin and Pattillo 2002).  

This focus on strain is particularly important for this project because, although it has been 

included in the literature empirically, it has largely been included as an outcome – not as a 

predictor. Additionally, wealth strain’s presence in the sociological literature has been limited to 

a few fields (e.g., housing) and has not yet made inroads into the sociology of education. 

Broadly, wealth as a concept barely appears in this subfield. Some conjectures about why this is 

the case, along with a few notable exceptions, are addressed below.  

Wealth and Education 

Sociology of education researchers have long debated the most statistically or 

substantively significant predictors of academic success and other educational outcomes, 

especially in the wake of The Coleman Report (Coleman et al. 1966). Today, however, many can 

likely agree that multiple environments, networks, and background factors likely play a role in 

just about every outcome studied within the field. Over time, both theory and method have 

advanced alongside this appreciation of complex embeddedness, and the energy of the field has 

focused on the search for more precise predictors and “bigger,” more robust data.  

In this era of big data, the measures collected and the data sets most commonly used in 

educational research are large-scale, nationally representative surveys that capture a wide variety 
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of variables. Even with this large trove of data at our disposal however, educational researchers 

are largely still using the same variables to measure socioeconomic status. This is for good 

reason – those variables (education, occupation, income, etc.) have been found to be predictive 

and more readily obtained than measures like asset holdings, or other wealth variables. However, 

these variables are only useful for researchers who are interested in the questions that national-

level data can answer, and who have no interest in how such questions play out in a specific 

context.  

Those researchers and research practitioners whose analytical needs lie at a more 

localized scale (e.g., district, region) work with data that exists at this scale, where access to such 

measures of SES is scarce to nonexistent. Instead, they rely on local-level data with blunter SES 

measures (usually dummy variables) such as free and reduced price lunch indicators. While 

analyses using national-level data have provided researchers with the tools to address many 

questions about education, these same questions cannot currently be addressed at non-national 

levels. Still, these national-level data have helped frame the discourse around wealth and 

education in ways that are useful to the current project.  

For instance, many have emphasized the importance of housing wealth in predicting 

educational outcomes. Lovenheim and Reynolds (2013) find that the more housing wealth a 

household has, the better the quality college a child from that household attends and (for low-

income students) the greater the likelihood of college completion. Even a $10,000 increase in 

housing wealth can increase the relative probability of enrollment (by +2.0% for a flagship 

school and by -1.6% for a community college) (Lovenheim and Reynolds 2013). Zhan and 

Sherraden (2011) find that after household assets are considered, a substantial portion of the 

black-white gap in college attendance and college graduation disappears, as does a small portion 
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of the Hispanic-white gap in graduation. Zhan (2014) finds that parental net worth is a strong, 

positive predictor of college graduation, and that students with a family worth of $50k or above 

were more than 2 times more likely to graduate from college compared to students with negative 

or zero net worth. And Chiteji (2010) identifies the utility of using multiple generations of wealth 

measures (parent and grandparent wealth) and different types of wealth measures (with and 

without home equity) to predict the probability of college attendance.  

Others have recognized the utility of even broader conceptualizations of parent wealth 

beyond housing wealth (such as net worth). Conley (2001) looks at the effect of parent net worth 

on three educational transitions: the pursuit of schooling after high school, the completion of a 

bachelor’s degree, and the completion of graduate schooling. He finds that levels of property and 

education are linked across generations, and that wealth may matter more for individuals who 

lack nonfinancial assets and less impact for those who have nonfinancial assets (Conley 2001). 

He calls on future researchers to uncover the mechanisms by which wealth impacts educational 

outcomes. His own later work identifies such potential mechanisms – specifically that parental 

assets are positively associated with parenting behavior through the reduction of financial stress 

and, for school-aged children, positively associated with higher quality material resources such 

as the home environment, learning resources, and private school enrollment (Yeung and Conley 

2008). Similar findings by Orr (2003) suggest that wealth positively affects student achievement 

both directly and through its effect on the amount of cultural capital1 to which a child is exposed 

(via teachers’ higher expectations of students with cultural capital).  

                                                           
1 Orr uses DiMaggio’s (1982) conceptualization of cultural capital – specifically, “experiences that will increase… 

children’s knowledge of the arts, music, and literature, such as taking them to museums or art performances” (Orr 

2003:285).  
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Although much of the literature points to a relationship between wealth and educational 

outcomes, other streams have identified troubling relationships between families of origin, 

education, and future outcomes. Brand and Xie (2010) find that those individuals who benefit the 

most from college are in fact least likely to obtain a college education, a finding that holds for 

men and women, for every observed stage over the life course, and for two different cohorts. 

Others find that even when whites and blacks attain educational parity, they do not attain 

residential parity (where neighborhood quality reflects the amenities available to residents, 

quality of schools, access to employment, and access to social, occupational, and informational 

networks) (Woldoff and Ovadia 2009). Rumberger (1983) finds that for white males, parental 

wealth has a direct effect on earnings, controlling for its effect on schooling. Also, for white 

males, parental wealth exerts a direct and stronger effect on son’s wealth after controlling for its 

effects on schooling and earnings.  

These findings raise questions that are beyond the immediate scope of this project, but 

which are substantively relevant to a larger discussion around wealth, education, and 

intergenerational inequality. For instance, what might be the added benefits (to individuals and to 

society) of getting those students least likely to attend to enroll in, attend, and finish college? On 

a more troubling note, if either wealth or education do not offer the same “purchasing power” 

across different groups, how are low-income and minority groups to obtain neighborhood or 

other forms of socioeconomic parity with their higher-income and/or white counterparts? This 

project offers a way forward for education researchers, practitioners, and other stakeholders, to 

better analyze and understand the seemingly intractable connection between family of origin 

status and later-life status, which Oliver and Shapiro (2006) call the “sedimentation of 
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inequality,” at the site of the postsecondary transition. This analysis starts, as all serious analyses 

of wealth must, with the family. 

Family and Wealth 

As several researchers have identified, families of color have lower levels of wealth and 

higher levels of debt (particularly debt that is more risky) than white families (Oliver and 

Shapiro 2006; Hall and Crowder 2011; Zhan and Sherraden 2011). These trends are important 

for various outcomes at both the immediate family and the extended family level. In other words, 

wealth or poverty in the immediate or extended family are associated with more positive or more 

negative outcomes, respectively. Such outcomes include the transition to homeownership (Heflin 

and Pattillo 2002; Hall and Crowder 2011; Hilber and Liu 2008), levels of household wealth 

(O’Brien 2012; McKernan et al. 2014), account ownership (Heflin and Pattillo 2002), and even 

basic survival and social mobility (Dominguez and Watkins 2003).  

Chiteji and Hamilton’s (2002) findings suggest that despite the fact that middle-class 

blacks have made inroads into financial markets, persistent wealth inequality is not due to 

differences in consumption or thrift, but the relative likelihood of having needy family: “the 

middle-class black families in this sample suffered about a 27% reduction in their wealth relative 

to white families as a result of the kin networks into which they were born” (2002:24). Pattillo 

and Hamilton (2006) also address this relative exposure to either poor or middle class family 

members in white and black families. They find that “poor African Americans are less likely to 

have a middle class sibling than poor whites, controlling for individual and family background 

factors,” and that even those African Americans who are solidly middle class have 2.6 higher 

odds of having a low income sibling than do their middle class white counterparts, controlling 

for these same factors (2006:804). Such findings support the need to examine people’s 
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embeddedness in various social networks which may either help or hinder their own mobility in 

various ways (including educational outcomes). In other words, some find that wealth 

stratification processes seem to be at least partially related to family processes (such as family 

size, or the presence of extended family as a strain or a support) early in the life course (Keister 

2004).  

This stream of findings reaches back to the work of Henretta and Campbell (1978), who 

hypothesized that status differences in the family of origin lead to a difference in status for the 

rest of one’s life (net of income). Sociologists had until this point given little attention to wealth 

as a measure of intergenerational inequality – as a tool and a concept for understanding 

inequality over time. Although Henretta and Campbell (1978) found that the effects of family 

background are transmitted via education, and that “single and divorced persons possess 

substantially fewer assets, net of other characteristics, than married persons,” and called for 

better-developed definitions of status (including wealth) in order to better understand systems of 

stratification, few since have incorporated a robust conceptualization of wealth into their work 

(1978:1204).  

Recently, however, some have answered this call. Mare (2014) has argued for a 

multigenerational perspective in stratification research, which accounts for kin ties and other 

embeddedness in “educational, workplace, legal, and political institutions” (2014:127). 

Specifically, he calls for more attention to how kin/network ties “are relevant to social mobility 

and inequality, the centrality of education in transmitting advantage and disadvantage across 

generations, [and] the legal guarantees that preserve family wealth across generations…” 

(2014:127). While he specifically addresses the need for expansion of intergenerational methods 

and wealth concepts within demography, other areas of sociological practice could certainly 
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benefit from such expansion as well. Additionally, those arenas of research which cannot rely 

solely on national-level data might also gain from such methodologies.  

Education Research-Practice Partnerships (RPPs) 

Education research-practice partnerships, which connect the resources of school districts 

and nearby universities, collaborate to answer research questions which are both relevant to local 

education policy and theoretically or methodologically relevant to education researchers. Both 

researchers and practitioners/policymakers working together in research-practice partnerships 

often rely on local-level data to answer these questions. Although these data are in most cases 

comprehensive and use several of the same measures included in national-level education 

datasets, wealth data are virtually nonexistent in local data, as are family data beyond the 

immediate family or guardian. There are a variety of reasons why this might be the case. These 

are outlined below, along with some thoughts on why districts and research-practice partnerships 

might benefit from inclusion of such data in their ever-growing datasets.    

First, because such data are considered sensitive and, data-collecting bodies (like school 

districts) likely do not want to collect them, for fear of alienating families. This is a concern to 

which there may be no good solution, although it is worth mentioning that school districts 

already collect many types of sensitive data, which are increasingly more secure due to advances 

in information technology and data software.  

Second, many of the large, urban districts where research-practice partnerships are more 

common have a high proportion of families in poverty, so wealth is likely deemed unmeasurable, 

or at least not easily measurable. Third, families across the wealth spectrum do not always have 

access to an accurate measure of their current wealth. One rejoinder to these concerns is that 

wealth need not be measured as a positive value, or even a numeric value at all. For instance, 
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other measures (e.g., whether the family has a savings account, whether the family owns a 

home), in addition to qualitative research techniques, can approximate wealth in other ways.  

Fourth, some of the more commonplace measures collected by school districts – such as 

parent income, parent education, family SES, free/reduced price lunch status – are already 

present in district datasets and do a reasonably good job of predicting many of the outcomes in 

which both researchers and policymakers are interested. Thus, wealth might be deemed 

unnecessary where these measures are present. However, as mentioned above, the body of 

research literature suggests that wealth is possibly a better predictor of many outcomes, including 

educational outcomes. If that is the case, why not aim to shape better policy with better data?  

In the case of Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, new types of data will be used that I 

will argue are useful to practitioners and to RPPs interested in the relationship between wealth 

and education. However, because most large urban districts (in which RPPs are currently found) 

are largely low-income and majority-minority, typical wealth measures are incomplete because 

they measure positive wealth (while many low-income and minority families have negative 

wealth). Data that describes wealth strain and its relationship with postsecondary decision-

making (see Chapter 2), or that captures the differential effect of housing wealth on college 

outcomes (see Chapter 3) may in fact make the work of RPPs richer and more complete because 

such data are better able to capture the realities of low-income and minority families.  

All of the concerns surrounding wealth data collection are understandable. However, if 

data that are already collected and used by research-practice partnerships reasonably meet 

research needs without raising concerns about privacy, accuracy, or reliability, we must ask if the 

potential added benefits of wealth data outweigh the potential drawbacks. The larger project of 

which this paper is a part will argue that the answer to such a question is: probably. 
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DISCUSSION 

 As noted above, wealth is difficult to conceptualize and measure for any population, but 

especially difficult within impoverished populations. Wealth strain2 is one potential concept that 

might address this difficulty, as strain can be measured in a variety of ways which address 

wealth’s resistance to accurate measurement (for reasons outlined above), and help researchers 

avoid collection of overly sensitive data.  

 To better understand wealth and its impact on educational outcomes, this project seeks to 

incorporate qualitative methodologies which attempt a more holistic picture of a family’s wealth 

status. Wealth strain can be measured through interview questions which address those qualities 

of wealth that researchers have previously addressed3, but in a slightly more detailed manner. For 

instance, this project is interested in developing a more comprehensive understanding wealth 

through understanding property and/or business ownership and the particular barriers to 

ownership for certain groups, as well as the particular strains on such ownership that might arise 

as a result of being embedded in an impoverished kin network, or of having links to sending 

communities which rely on remittances. By linking the dynamics of wealth strain to educational 

outcomes, this project seeks to understand how such strain works in the lives of students and 

how future researchers might use and refine such measures to improve their models.  

CONCLUSION 

Wealth is an important predictor, but researchers’ use of wealth measures is limited by 

several factors both in the existing data and in the data collection process (Spilerman 2000; 

Killewald 2013; Pfeffer 2014). Sociology of education researchers, including those involved in 

                                                           
2 Defined here as “burdens on a family’s ability to accrue assets, including holding debt, having connections to 

poor(er) kin and friend networks, or having a marginalized/minority identity; can be financial or temporal”  
3 See literature review above 
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research-practice partnerships, could benefit greatly from wealth data – and wealth strain data – 

in order to better understand and measure intergenerational processes that interact with and 

inform educational outcomes. Wealth and wealth strain affect such outcomes in ways that are not 

fully captured by models that use only classic stratification variables such as education, 

occupation, and income, or Free and Reduced Price Lunch (FRPL). The significance of wealth in 

existing sociological models and in the larger body of research is indicative of a need for further 

wealth research, including research at local levels that would benefit research-practice 

partnerships. This project will investigate the utility of collecting and using wealth strain 

measures to understand educational outcomes, with the express purpose of acting as a model 

(albeit a nascent one) for future researchers and districts who are interested in collecting such 

data on a larger scale.  
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CHAPTER 2, MECHANISMS: 

Gendered Responses to Family Wealth Strain in the Transition to College 

ABSTRACT  

Education researchers and practitioners understand that wealth is an important predictor 

of education outcomes, but wealth data are hard to come by at the local level due to a variety of 

logistical and privacy factors. In high-poverty and majority-minority districts, most families 

likely have negative wealth, or significant debt, and may confront wealth strain* – factors that 

preclude them from amassing positive wealth. Using interviews of 66 high school seniors in a 

high-poverty, majority-minority district, I find that families deal with a variety of types of strain, 

including debt and poor family networks, and that strain has an impact on where students decide 

to attend school. Specifically, I find that strain is understood and acted upon differently based on 

student gender. Young men view postsecondary education as a means to a financial end for their 

families and aim to complete programs more quickly in order to begin making money to support 

them. Young women, on the other hand, are more likely to be tied to their families through care 

work and emotion work (for siblings and parents) and tend to enroll in programs close to home 

in order to continue this work. School districts and research practice partnerships (RPPs) could 

benefit from a better understanding of wealth strain and use it to inform the tools used to target 

students for postsecondary intervention and advising that accounts for the types of strain that 

families encounter and the potentially gendered constraints that students face. 

INTRODUCTION 

The sociological literature on wealth is growing, but the streams which specifically 

investigate its relationship with education outcomes are sparse. As a variable, wealth is also 

somewhat limited by its numerical nature. In other words, wealth is typically measured and 
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understood as a positive or negative number, which limits research into the factors and 

mechanisms which may contribute to or diminish wealth.  

This project aims to widen the scope of research on wealth and education, using new 

types of data that might be used to conceptualize wealth beyond its purely numerical 

characteristics. Specifically, it uses qualitative interviews with high school seniors to better 

understand how intergenerational stratification is tied to the experience and understanding of 

wealth strain at a student’s transition to postsecondary education. While researchers note that 

wealth is stratified by race, as well as by gender and immigration status (Oliver and Shapiro 

2006; Brown 2012; Addo and Lichter 2013; Woldoff and Ovadia 2009), few have identified 

strain as a factor affecting students’ postsecondary decisions.  

Interview data are used to remedy this issue by providing detailed accounts of the types 

of strain faced by families, and also how students use knowledge of their families’ strain to 

decide where to attend college. Findings suggest that the types of wealth strain are generally 

consistent with prior literature on wealth. They also demonstrate that while most students make 

postsecondary decisions based on family wealth strain, they do so differently by gender. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Wealth, specifically understood as assets accrued at the individual or household level 

(minus debts, and either including or not including housing assets), has been included in social 

science research for some time. Because wealth accounts theoretically for privilege above and 

beyond the individual, and because wealth building and transfer are group-oriented processes 

which are facilitated through a person’s connections to various individuals and institutions over 

time, it is a historically- and structurally-oriented measure of success. It is therefore an important 

addition to a literature chock full of more time-bound measures, such as income or occupation. 
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Wealth is also a key measure of a family’s ability to bounce back from a significant 

financial shock, such as a natural disaster or a medical emergency, or their capacity to prepare 

for future expenditures – say, a child’s college education – above and beyond their regular 

income (Haveman and Wolff 2004; Ford and Thompson 2016). Families without wealth, or with 

“strained” wealth, may struggle more intensely in the face of adversity, and may not be 

financially resilient enough to prepare for costly ventures like college (Conley 1999). 

Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to greater wealth, or – in our case – the 

mechanisms that prevent a family from developing and maintaining wealth, is centrally 

important to this analysis.  

Wealth and Postsecondary Attainment 

This project aims to better understand the relationship between family wealth strain and 

postsecondary outcomes. Although income is widely used in the literature on postsecondary 

attainment, an analysis of wealth’s role in influencing these outcomes is rare, and the role of 

wealth strain is nonexistent. With some notable exceptions (Lovenheim and Reynolds 2013; 

Zhan 2014; Chiteji 2010), parent education, income, or occupation is typically used to predict a 

student’s postsecondary outcomes, but those who have emphasized the importance of wealth 

have found that the more housing wealth a household has, the better the quality college a child 

from that household attends and (for low-income students) the greater the likelihood of college 

completion. Even a $10,000 increase in housing wealth can increase the relative probability of 

enrollment.  

Zhan (2014) finds that parental net worth is a strong, positive predictor of college 

graduation and that students with a family worth of $50k or above were more than two times 

more likely to graduate from college compared to students with negative or zero net worth. 
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Finally, Chiteji (2010) identifies the utility of using multiple generations of wealth measures 

(parent and grandparent wealth) and different types of wealth measures (with and without home 

equity) to predict the probability of college attendance.  

Wealth Strain 

In tandem with this existing literature and theory around wealth, this paper also aims to 

develop and forward a terminology for characterizing the qualitative mechanisms of wealth 

transmission and/or depletion, namely the concept of wealth strain. In this paper, this concept 

will be used to identify burdens on a family’s ability to accrue assets, including holding debt, 

having connections to poor(er) kin and friend networks, or having a marginalized/minority 

identity. Using this concept, I will explore the factors and mechanisms that contribute to wealth 

strain; and how these factors affect the type of postsecondary institution a student attends. 

One aspect of wealth strain that has been explored in the social science literature is the 

likelihood of having poor family, and the effects of exposure to poor family members. For 

example, middle-class black families in Chiteji and Hamilton’s (2002) sample experienced a 

27% reduction in their wealth, relative to white middle class families, as a result poor kin 

networks (2002:24). Pattillo and Hamilton (2006) address relative exposure to either poor or 

middle class family members in white and black families, finding that “poor African Americans 

are less likely to have a middle class sibling than poor whites, controlling for individual and 

family background factors,” and that even those African Americans who are solidly middle class 

have 2.6 higher odds of having a low income sibling than do their middle class white 

counterparts, controlling for these same factors (2006:804).  

While the literature provides a great deal of evidence for how embeddedness in poor 

networks affects later outcomes such as homeownership or account ownership, no existing 
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studies explore how embeddedness in these networks affects postsecondary selectivity outcomes. 

This paper will focus on this opening in the literature, using others’ past work as a platform to 

explore how students’ embeddedness in poor family networks may either help or hinder their 

educational attainment. Notably, it brings together a unified theory of wealth strain that, while 

scattered across the stratification literature, is not fully conceptualized therein.  

Finally, researchers have found that wealth is stratified by race, as well as by gender and 

immigration status (Oliver and Shapiro 2006; Brown 2012; Addo and Lichter 2013; Woldoff and 

Ovadia 2009), but none have explored how this stratification might be tied to the experience or 

understanding of strain at a student’s transition to postsecondary education. No other researchers 

have combined     For example, is a family’s wealth strain interpreted and responded to in 

different ways, based on a student’s gender? Do the children of immigrant parents experience 

different types of wealth strain than the children of native parents? How do these differences 

affect postsecondary outcomes? These are some of the questions that this paper aims to address.  

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

For this paper I conducted 66 semi-structured interviews4 with high school seniors in a 

high-poverty, majority-minority public school district. I also interviewed5 27 College Success 

Advisors (CSAs). The CSAs interviewed represent the entire population of dedicated college 

advisors in the district. The students selected for the interview process were high school seniors 

from six of the district’s forty high schools. Three of the high schools chosen were more racially 

and economically heterogeneous (for the district in question) and three were more racially and 

economically homogeneous.  

                                                           
4 I personally conducted 53 of these interviews, and a colleague conducted 13. 
5 I personally conducted 20 of the CSA interviews, and a colleague conducted 7. 
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A selection algorithm which weighted student GPA, SAT score, and class rank to 

determine whether a student was likely to be eligible for enrollment in any four-year program 

(50+ points) or for enrollment in at least a four-year state school (55+ points) was developed to 

ensure that the students were not individually identified or selected by CSAs, which might have 

inserted selection bias into the process. Using this algorithm, ten to fifteen students in the latter 

category (55+ points) were randomly selected at each high school. All students could choose to 

opt into the interview or decline to participate. Demographic information for these students can 

be found in the appendix, including information on the post-secondary program where each 

student eventually enrolled (when available). 

During their interviews, students were questioned about their experiences with a newly 

implemented, district-wide college advising program. Questions covered rapport with advisors, 

students’ plans for the future, and how they saw the new program as contributing to college 

readiness and college enrollment within their high school. Students were also questioned broadly 

about their family, whether or not they had college students or college grads in their family, how 

they anticipated their families would be able to contribute to their college costs, and whether they 

knew of any types of financial strain that might hinder assistance. CSAs were interviewed about 

many of the same things as students, but their interviews incorporated their own managerial and 

logistical perspectives. Interviews were audio recorded with CSAs’, students’, and parents’ 

consent. Student interviews ranged from 10 minutes to 68 minutes, and averaged 25 minutes, 

depending on the breadth of student responses. Students received a free lunch for their 

participation. CSA interviews ranged from 14 minutes to 96 minutes, and averaged 48 minutes. 

CSAs received a $10 gift card for participating. Audio of the interviews was transcribed by a 

professional service. Interview guides can be found in the appendix.  
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I analyzed interview data using the axial coding method and a thematic analysis of 

students’ responses in both Microsoft Excel and ATLAS.ti. I also constructed a quantitative 

dataset in Stata 15 to document students’ responses to outcomes and mechanisms of interest. 

First, I focused on each family’s current financial state (as reported by students) with specific 

emphasis on the types of strain that a family might experience. Second, I analyzed the nature of 

the relationship between this financial state and a student’s plans for college – for instance, how 

strain might impact a student’s anticipated postsecondary outcomes, in the student’s own words.  

What I find is that families experience a variety of types of strain, that their experiences 

of strain are indeed related to students’ postsecondary outcomes, and that students understand 

and act upon knowledge of this strain differently, by gender. Because wealth is a key measure of 

a family’s financial resilience above and beyond their income (Ford and Thompson 2016), I 

suggest that operationalizing wealth strain in this way can help us better understand what 

prevents families from accumulating wealth – specifically the type of wealth that would better 

provide for the cost of college-going – and how this affects postsecondary outcomes for those 

students whose families experience strain. 

FINDINGS 

Families Experience Many Types of Strain 

Medical costs 

Prior research has found that there are multiple barriers to wealth accumulation, including 

illness (Keene, Lynch, and Baker 2014) and poor family networks (Heflin and Pattillo 2002, 

2006; Chiteji and Hamilton 2002; O’Brien 2012). Students echoed these findings in reporting 

their families’ current financial state. In recounting obstacles that might prevent her parents from 
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helping her pay for college, one student explained how the cost of her father’s upcoming surgery 

caused a great deal of uncertainty: 

“Um ... like right now, I think my dad is getting surgery and it’s gonna be a lot of money. 

So like I don’t know what’s gonna happen.” 

This student, a first generation college student with hopes of becoming a pharmacist, did not 

know how she was going to pay for the university to which she had already been accepted. Her 

father was the only income earner in a family of six, and her only potential source of family 

financial support. While the family owned their home, the strain of medical costs threatened to 

upset their financial stability. In a family with more accumulated assets, this type of strain, while 

consequential, might not deal a serious blow to their overall financial state (Oliver and Shapiro 

2006). In this family, however, the father’s surgery was expected to cause financial insecurity.    

 Another student, interested in a career in criminal justice, knew that nobody was going to 

be able to help her with college costs. One major reason was that her father had been hospitalized 

with terminal lung cancer for over a month: 

“Yeah and it’s just, it’s harder for us ‘cause I already lost my aunt to breast cancer and 

my um, not twenty year old person, he was like my cousin, he died on a day before his 

birthday. He has, he had um, leukemia, that’s how you say it in English. And it was just 

hard and it was, I don’t know it’s just since I’ve – we’ve suffered that I, just my dad is 

just the next one to go… It’s really, really hard and especially now that I’m almost done 

with um, high school it’s just like I don’t know if he’s gonna make it to see me work… 

And it’s just a lot, it’s like how much doctors are so expensive.” 

In addition to her father’s illness, the family was still paying off outstanding medical bills from a 

previous hospitalization in which her mother had serious ulcers. Again, while this type of strain 
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might not be as serious for a more affluent family’s overall financial health, terminal cancer was 

causing financial turmoil for this student’s family. 

Such extreme, unexpected shocks are a fairly well-documented barrier to wealth 

accumulation (Yeung and Conley 2008; Brown, O’Rand, and Adkins 2012; Keister 2014; Brown 

2016). Wealth cushions the costs associated with medical shocks, and without sufficient wealth, 

such shocks can strain a family’s ability to survive day to day, let alone their ability to save and 

pay for college (Strand 2015). In other cases, however, the depletion of resources through 

medical costs can occur over time. One student described how her father’s muscular dystrophy 

diagnosis had completely depleted her family’s income: 

“But, um, my, my dad has a disease. He has muscular dystrophy. And since it is 

hereditary, there is a chance his kids have it. And because of his muscular dystrophy, 

he wasn’t allowed to, he wasn’t capable of working anymore. So, he had to quit his 

job. And as time went by, my mom had to quit her job to stay home and take care of 

him. So, the only money we have coming into the house is my dad’s, my dad’s, um, 

disability check. And that barely covers the, that barely covers enough for the whole 

month.” 

This student was not alone in her experience. Others detailed parents’ and siblings’ long-term 

struggles with immune issues, diabetes, high blood pressure, and other disabilities, which often 

kept parents from working, or at least from earning enough money to accumulate assets. These 

type of chronic, long-term medical issues are more common among low-income families and 

families of color (Geronimus, Hicken, Keene, and Bound 2006), and in addition to being 

financially difficult themselves, can adversely affect families in other ways – such as their ability 

to pay the mortgage (Keene, Lynch, and Baker 2014). If such chronic conditions also strain a 
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family’s ability to develop a wealth “cushion,” certainly they also affect a family’s financial 

capacity to pay for college costs.  

Family networks 

 Several students identified the ways in which connections to poor family networks 

strained their parents’ finances; or ways in which their own parents were the poor extended 

family members who needed assistance. Researchers have documented racial differences in the 

likelihood of having poor family members (Heflin and Pattillo 2006), as well as the effects of 

having poor family members (Heflin and Pattillo 2002; Hall and Crowder 2011; O’Brien 2012; 

McKernan et al. 2014). This analysis adds to this stream of findings by identifying the impact of 

exposure to such networks (or being part of the network that needs assistance) on postsecondary 

outcomes. One student with dreams of going into sports medicine recognized that his own 

extended family posed a threat to his parents’ ability to pay for his college education: 

“Um, yeah, a couple of my cousins like, ‘cause my dad always tries to help them out a 

lot… Like, their the older ones like, he’s, like, he has them like, on the car notes, like, and 

stuff like that, and it’s kind of messing up his money…” 

This student didn’t merely identify that his father was helping the family financially, but 

explicitly stated that this would have a direct effect on his parents’ capacity to pay for school. 

Another described how her father had to move the entire family across the country in order to 

help a sick relative:  

“…my dad originally was, um, he wanted to stay at California, but his, um, older 

brother, my uncle, had gotten sick with cancer and so my dad, always wanting to help out 

his family, moved [to current state] from California.” 
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This same student described debts that her father still had in California. While it seems her 

family was in a stable enough financial position to help her uncle (i.e., perhaps they had 

somewhat of a “cushion” to soften the blow of this assistance), the burden of extended family 

assistance can certainly strain the accumulation of assets that might be used to pay for the 

science and veterinary program to which she had been accepted. 

Other students provided other instances of this occurring in their own families, and of 

their own families being the recipients of such support. One student interested in medicine and 

business noted that her family “owed” an aunt six thousand dollars that they had to repay 

recently, while another, who dreamed of being a nurse one day, described the highly mobile 

lifestyle her family had experienced recently as they moved from house to house and eventually 

settled with her aunt and uncle. While these families were certainly lucky to have relatives to 

lean on for financial and housing help, their need likely strained those family members who 

assisted them. Furthermore, the necessity of asking for this type of help at all points to the 

likelihood that these families have no assets at all to moderate desperate circumstances.  

Intergenerational debt 

Some have noted that parents’ ability to help pay for a child’s college education helps the 

child free up resources to accumulate their own assets in the future (Shapiro 2004), thereby 

contributing to intergenerational cycles of advantage and disadvantage (Henretta 1984; Heflin 

and Pattillo 2002; Charles, Roscigno, and Torres 2007; Hall and Crowder 2011; Hanushek, 

Leung, and Yilmaz 2014). Debt may impede parents’ ability to provide this assistance. Here I 

explore added strain of intergenerational debt and its relationship with postsecondary outcomes. 

Specifically, I attempt to understand how debt of various types of debt may strain parents’ ability 

to provide financial assistance for college. 
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Researchers have demonstrated that recent, significant increases in student loan debt 

indicate a new set of mechanisms that may contribute to the reproduction of social inequality by 

race (Houle and Warner 2017). One study finds that racial discrimination in credit markets, 

colleges, and employment is a key site of this reproduction, as it makes loans “more burdensome 

(and difficult to repay) for blacks than for whites” even though black students depend more on 

loans to “bridge the gap” between family resources and college costs (Houle and Warner 

2017:92). The vast majority of participants in this study are low-income students of color. While 

the majority are also first generation college students, those who have parents with existing debts 

which affect their ability to pay for college may provide qualitative evidence for how inequality 

is brought from the parents’ generation into the child’s generation, by creating more debt over 

time.  

One student discussed how her mother’s own student loan debt would likely impact her 

mother’s ability to help with the expenses for the forensic science program at the school where 

she’d been admitted: 

“Um, uh well we’re struggling right now, so…  And she took out some student loans and 

stuff so, that’s also put her in the hole. And my sister, she has a baby plus another one on 

the way and then she doesn’t have a job so my mom’s gonna be taking care of her.”  

In addition to paying off outstanding student loans, this student’s mother is also caring for 

another child and two grandchildren. Student loan debt and acting as a financial safety net for 

other family members united in an experience of significant strain that would prevent this 

student’s mother from helping pay for college. Like her mother, this student would have to rely 

on loans for her degree.  
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Another student mentioned how her sister’s school loans prevent her from contributing to 

the family’s overall survival day-to-day: 

Student: “So, and my dad doesn’t get paid very well, so… and he has no money saved, 

and my mom doesn’t work, but she tries to like keep money tight… And my sister she lives 

with us but she’s paying for her loans right now.” 

Interviewer: “Are those school loans or something else?” 

Student: “Yeah, school loans. I believe so, they are school loans.” 

Although her parents did not have outstanding student loans getting in the way of their potential 

contribution, the family as a whole was less stable financially because of her sister’s inability to 

contribute to the household. Like the previous student’s mother, this student’s sister surely hoped 

that student loans would be worthwhile in the long run, providing for a better education and 

better employment. However, her sister was unemployed and still in serious debt after being 

placed on academic probation and never returning to finish her degree. The household was more 

strained than it might have been without this existing history of debt. This student knew that, like 

her sister, her college career would depend on loans and other financial aid. 

When asked about how various types of financial strain might affect their parents’ ability 

to help them with college costs, other students discussed other types of debt from general debt to 

more serious, credit-altering debt. One student told us “Um I mean, my dad is in debt and my 

mom too but that’s pretty much it,” while another offered “Uh, I’m pretty sure my dad right now 

has debt for a car that we had…” This type of generalized awareness of existing debt or strain 

was common, although some students did express a lack of knowledge on the subject due to their 

parents’ reserved stance on finances. Some were wary of our asking the question in the first 

place, while one said of her mother: 
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“… I don’t know, I just know she's always saying I’ve got to pay this, and I’ve got to pay 

that… I’m, I’m really not sure. They don't really want to talk about that because they 

don’t ... they know that like, they don’t... they're not happy about the, the situation that 

they’re in.”  

Those who were aware of their parents’ financial situation knew that their parents’ debt or strain 

meant that they would themselves experience financial instability – starting with their college 

costs. 

More serious forms of debt included credit card fraud, which one valedictorian said had 

damaged her mother’s credit, and therefore her ability to help with college costs:   

“The only thing that I can think of is that um, people in the past I know have messed with 

my mom’s credit by using her name for something… and didn’t pay for it. (My stepdad’s) 

credit is like A-1 credit, like he has the perfect credit score, but her credit is um, messed 

up due to um… yeah fraud basically.” 

While this student’s stepfather had good credit, her mother had only married him months earlier, 

and it was unclear whether he would be helping with her college costs. Another student 

discussed how her father’s business had gone under: 

“Yeah, my dad because he, he, he tried to uh, make a business in um, Ghana, like he tried 

to do a business but it didn't turn out how he wanted to, so it was like all his money kind 

of went into there and he thought he was going to get a profit back but he didn’t so like, I 

wouldn’t say he’s struggling because he has like uh, he has like a wife, but like, he 

doesn’t have like uh, uh money like to always be giving…” 

Because of this huge financial setback, this student knew that her parents had no money to give 

her, and she was worried that her future medical career would be solely dependent on financial 
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aid. The different types of debt experienced by families have been covered in previous literature 

on debt and wealth, but here I examine how the debt of the parents becomes the debt of the child 

at the site of postsecondary financial planning. Like in previous work, I find that many poor 

parents and parents of color – who are more likely to experience discrimination in lending, 

education, and labor markets – have difficulty providing for their children’s education. This is 

true even for some who had themselves attended college. Students who take on student loan debt 

above $10,000 also reduce their probability of graduation (Zhan 2014). The strain of existing 

debt, plus the compounding experiences of other types of strain covered above, merge together to 

help keep some families locked in disadvantage over generations. 

 As noted above, one mechanism which reproduces inequality is that many students 

interviewed needed to take on student loan debt, which over time could impede their own ability 

to accumulate wealth and advantage above and beyond that of their parents (Shapiro 2004; 

Pattillo 2013). Below, I will assess how family wealth strain affects postsecondary outcomes – 

specifically how students respond to knowledge of strain, and how this drives their 

postsecondary plans. 

Strain and Postsecondary Outcomes 

 Researchers studying the postsecondary plans of minority and low-income students have 

found that many choose colleges based on accessibility and proximity to family and work. This 

stream of research identifies and centers geography as a fundamental factor in postsecondary 

decision-making (Turley 2006; Turley 2009; Hillman 2016). Researchers have also found that 

increased proximity to college increases attendance and completion rates, which are typically 

lower among minority and low-income students (Perna 2006). Parents’ capacity to pay for 

college also affects students’ geographical/institutional choices (An 2010). These previous 
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findings were supported by the responses of interviewed students. Such experiences were 

particularly salient among low-income students, many of whom felt the pressure to stay in the 

city (or at least in the state) to help support family nearby.  

 Students in the sample who knew their parents were under various forms of wealth strain 

often reacted to this knowledge by deciding to enroll in colleges that were less selective than 

they necessarily qualified for, in shorter technical programs, or in programs near their families. 

However, the justification for this decision varied by a student’s perception of their intra-family 

role. Specifically, students’ motivations for staying close seemed split by gender, as young 

women and young men perceived and performed their roles somewhat differently. The analysis 

below will consider how traditional understandings of gender and gender roles might influence 

postsecondary outcomes. I extend previous research by identifying differences in the responses 

of young men and young women to knowledge of their parents’ wealth strain. Specifically, I will 

address how students understand their parents’ wealth strain, how they use this understanding to 

make decisions about college, with a focus on proximity to family and time to degree. I will also 

discuss how this process may be influenced by gender roles and expectations within the family.  

How strain impacts postsecondary decisions: Young women and care work 

Research indicates that the gender role attitudes of young men and young women are 

influenced not only by their own expectations and prior socialization, but also by their their 

family and friends (Fan and Marini 2000; Cunningham 2008). Gender is “an institutionalized 

system” of categorization which “involves cultural beliefs, distributions of resources… patterns 

of behavior and organizational practices… and selves and identities” (Ridgeway and Correll 

2004:510-511). Much of the social science literature on gender roles revolves around married or 

cohabiting couples, or co-parents, and their negotiation of earning and housework. Although 
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some of the existing research covers how people navigate gender roles at transitional or 

developmental periods, or over the life course (Ridgeway and Correll 2004; Damaske and Frech 

2016), there is little theoretical or empirical work that touches on how gender and family roles 

come into play for young people during the postsecondary transition.  

Women constantly navigate social definitions of gender, which in a capitalist society 

straddle the intersection of paid work, unpaid work, interpersonal relationships and constraints, 

and institutional and political contexts (Hook 2010). While the definition of concepts such as 

“emotion work” vary somewhat throughout the literature, Hochschild suggested that emotion 

work is comprised of various types of emotional support, which can be done “by the self upon 

others” (1979:562). A great deal of effort has been made to properly center emotion work as 

work proper. Although mostly unpaid, it requires a great deal of time and energy, it is “managed, 

focused, and directed,” and because emotion work, along with caregiving, is typically understood 

as “something women are rather than something women do” (Erickson 2005:349; Yavorsky, 

Dush, and Schoppe-Sullivan 2015; Barnes 2015). Recognizing emotion work acknowledges the 

ways in which gender is codified and reinforced through women’s interpersonal endeavors, 

including how emotional ties interact with unpaid housework and care work, and how different 

types of labor reinforce and reproduce traditional attitudes about men and women6.  

Many in this sample felt deeply dedicated to their parents and siblings through their roles 

as caregivers and emotional support providers. Most had a particularly strong devotion to their 

parents, especially mothers, who had themselves been caregivers throughout their lives. They 

                                                           
6 There were a few young men in the sample who reported a responsibility for care work in their families, but they 

were in the extreme minority. One student S017 told me about caring for his younger sisters, who attended school 

with him: “Well the thing is I have to bring them to school and stuff and sometimes when my mom can't I have to 

take them um I have to pick them up, and since I leave early and stuff, sometimes it's… I just hate the traffic here. 

That's why I love leaving early, ‘cause there's no traffic.” 
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wanted to support their parents, and struggled to negotiate between their perceived duty to 

provide care or emotional support and their desire to attend the college of their choice. Most 

often this care came in the form of looking after younger siblings or cousins, tending to 

housework or cooking, or the other types of domestic tasks that often fall to women in families 

(England 2010; Yavorsky, Dush, and Schoppe-Sullivan 2015; Barnes 2015). It also came in the 

form of emotional support, whether in response to a family member’s emotional expression or 

need, or in response to (sometimes unspoken) strain or stress within the family.  

Often these young women were happy to help their families and saw their care as an 

essential part of their role within the family unit as they began the transition to college. Others 

felt deeply constrained by – or even resented – their family obligations, and felt that they didn’t 

have a choice. Most held both of these views simultaneously. They were at once agents in their 

decision-making and also constrained by the structure of their family unit, and the larger macro 

effects of structural inequality on their family’s own strain (Risman 1998; Damaske 2011). In the 

words of one student, “I help at home and then sometimes I have to babysit other children and I 

have to just help around the house because both my mom and my dad and my older brother 

work, so I just have to help.” Their work understood both as part of being in a family with 

significant economic strain, and as part of being women. This student and many others felt they 

had to help, that without them the family would be under even greater strain than they were 

already. The contours of the care provided by these young women, and how this affected their 

college choices varied across the sample, but there were several common themes. These are 

explored below.  

 One student who engaged in care work, described how her family dealt with several 

serious health issues and medical debt over the course of her high school career. She knew that 
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her family’s situation would affect her college choices. On the care she provided within her 

family, she said: 

“Um, I help my mom a lot at home and there is so many issues at home that she can’t 

handle on her own. Well she can, but you know she just needs my support, I support her a 

lot. And I am not the oldest, but I am the oldest that lives at home and like I take my little 

sister to school and everything, I clean the house, and like you know. And recently it’s 

been very difficult for us ‘cause um, my dad had barely gone to the hospital and stuff, so 

and I don’t know. It’s just, that’s what keeping me from going higher, because I’ll still 

think about them and how they are gonna be without me and how my mom is gonna do it 

mostly… I take care of my family, well it’s not work but it’s just I take care of the house 

and stuff.” 

Indeed, many of these young women didn’t view their care as “work,” but rather as essential to 

their family’s survival. However, this student also references how the necessity of her care kept 

her from “going higher” – in other words, the obligation of care she felt she had to her family 

constrained her college choices. Later on in the interview, she clarified what she meant: 

Student: “… I wanted to leave um, my home and go to college but my parents didn’t, you 

know, agree.” 

Interviewer: “… your parents also don’t agree with you going away, far away for 

college?” 

Student: “They are like, ‘Why do you wanna leave like you have everything here,’ and 

um, my mum constantly, ‘cause she is the one, the main one that’s against it. She is like 

what, you know, ‘You have everything here and why do you wanna leave me.’ Like, ‘I 

didn’t do anything you have your own car and stuff and like I’ve given you stuff,’ and I’m 
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just like ‘Yeah but I wanna study.’ And she is like, ‘But there is colleges in [town],’ I’m 

like, ‘But they don’t offer what I want.’” 

Alongside the obligation of providing care for her family, this student also navigated guilt and 

blame from her parents, especially her mother, for wanting to leave the local area to attend 

college. She responded to this – along with the knowledge of her family’s strain and her 

perceived obligation of care – by yielding to their wishes and staying nearby. Although she 

desired to attend school on the east coast, and (as she put it) “experience new, you know, 

moments and stuff,” she opted to attend a school only three hours from her family.  

 Several young women in the sample reported dealing with these types of pressures from 

their families. Most were providing care for their families, from financial support, to babysitting, 

to emotional support work, and felt that if they left for college, they would leave a care gap in 

their wake which would further strain their families. Another student discussed the obligation she 

felt to help care for her family, which had significantly impacted her college choices: 

“And, I’ve talked to my parents. You know, I have a lot to lose, if I leave... My dad’s sick, 

you know, my mom I don’t want to leave her here by herself. So I think the best option is 

for me to stay here. Work two years, you know, go to school, work. And then, if I have the 

opportunity, go somewhere else.” 

Although this student wanted to go out of state for school, she had deferred to her sense of duty 

to her mother. Another student, whose dream school was Howard University, described how this 

sense of duty influenced her own college choices: 

“… uh, even though Howard was my first choice and all I had to think about, like, okay 

what am I able to do now? I know that I can still go to Howard because you know you’re 

not married to your college? So, um, I know that I’m still able to go there. I might 
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transfer there 2 years after... But, um, I just have to think about my circumstances now. 

Like, what would be, what would be beneficial for me, my mom. And so I applied to most 

of the colleges in Texas… So yeah I just had to put that in mind.” 

Many young women willingly chose this pathway to higher education, in order to stay nearby – 

they would do something in town for a few years, then go away to their preferred school or 

program later, if given the chance. Although the choice was theirs, they also felt that their 

options were somewhat limited by their family’s need.  

Other young women had more pressing needs at home and insisted that they couldn’t 

leave family members, because they felt things at home would fall apart without their support. 

One student in particular planned to stay close to watch over her young sister, who was left alone 

with her after their mother was deported earlier that year: 

“Yeah. So, um, I really had to be, like, on my own a lot. And at first, it was kind of hard 

because I was staying with, like, my friends. And then, after that, it was just like, from one 

family, to, like, another family. And then, you know, CPS is all like, ‘No, we need you to 

stay with like, one person. Like, you can’t, like, it's hard for us to keep track of you.’ And 

then, I’m trying to like, stay with my sister, and like, not get separated from her or 

anything.” 

Another student discussed her family’s recent experience with her younger sister’s self-harm, 

which affected her decision to stay nearby for college:  

“Um, my sister is going through a stage where she feels that her life is not, she, she’s, 

she’s not important enough to be on this Earth, on this planet. And, um, her friend 

discovered that my sister was self-harming herself and she threw my sister’s blades away. 

... my mom stood in the kitchen and cried. She was saying that she’s not a good mom and 
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maybe she should just run away. And it’s like you can’t do that. That’d be leaving your 

children and that’s not what a good mom would do. And my sister, she’s just, according 

to my, to, to the cops that talked to my sister, my sister was just looking for some 

attention… It, it, it broke, it broke all of our hearts.” 

Later, when asked about her plans for college, the second student admitted that few schools in 

the city had the programs or courses she wanted to take. Regardless, she had made a commitment 

to “stay close” in order to help care for her sister, and her mother – especially through emotional 

support. Very few of the young women I spoke with had such harrowing or urgent experiences to 

report, but most felt compelled to stay nearby in order to continue care – whether physical, 

financial, or emotional.  

How strain impacts postsecondary decisions: Young men and breadwinning 

 Although women have increasingly entered the paid workforce over the last few decades, 

traditional gender roles still often categorize man as breadwinner and woman as caregiver 

(Demantas and Myers 2009:640). Despite an overall move toward egalitarianism in cultural 

beliefs and institutional systems (especially among the educated, among women who have spent 

time in the paid workforce, and in nations with more public child care and paid paternal leave 

(Cunningham 2008; Hook 2010)) this binary still pervades contemporary society, associating 

people as essentially one or the other (England 2010; Ridgeway 2011).  

These norms extend to men’s and women’s work, categorizing paid labor as masculine 

and unpaid labor as feminine – even though many men and women do both types of labor 

(Demantas and Myers 2009). “Breadwinning connects men’s earnings to their negotiation of 

masculinity, even though the family wage is atypical and few men make enough money to 

provide for their entire families” (Demantas and Myers 2009:642). Additionally, the experience 
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of breadwinning significantly impacts men’s gender ideology, and that experience itself is 

shaped by labor markets (Loscocco and Spitze 2007; Cha and Thébaud 2009). 

In one recent study, researchers examined the effects of labor market changes on gender 

attitudes among adult men deciding whether to enroll in degree programs (Elman and Chesters 

2017). They found that those men with more traditional gender norms were less likely to enroll 

in or complete degrees and suggested that it wasn’t because these men didn’t want further 

education, which would have ultimately enhanced their earning potential. Rather, they were 

interested in “maintaining masculine status more than economic status” (2017:11). These 

researchers have called for studies of “gender differences in educational aspirations and labor 

force mobility in light of gender socialization,” as traditional gender role attitudes seem to 

counteract and constrain men’s educational gains  (Elman and Chesters 2017:12).  

The young men in my sample seemed interested both in maintaining their traditional 

masculinity and ensuring their family’s economic wellbeing through breadwinning, especially by 

emulating older men in their families, or by entering the family business. While CSAs endorsed 

the long-term earning benefits of four-year degrees, many young men in the sample opted for 

hyper-focused degrees in career and technical programs that would shorten their time to degree 

and, more importantly, allow them to start earning money. One student with plans to be a 

business owner explained “Uh, I just like making money and, you know… I mean being the 

person to be over it, or whatever.” Another echoed the motivations of several young men in the 

sample, in revealing to me he was “working hard, trying to, trying to, you know, do something 

for myself and my family.”  

 When discussing their postsecondary and career goals, most of the young men in the 

sample referred to a father or another male role model in their lives to orient their own 
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aspirations. In many instances, these modeled aspirations had a great deal to do with earning 

money. One student specifically framed his own goals after his father’s – in terms of earning 

potential:  

“Um, my dad didn’t… He went to a, I think he went to a junior college, I’m not sure 

which, when he was like, 35. Then he went to ITT and he’s now in a piping engineer, 

bringing home a decent amount of money. Which is nice.” 

Another described his own father’s experience, which had influenced not only his postsecondary 

goals, but his understanding of a college degree as a means to a very specific end: 

“… my father, um, he has a lot of knowledge of what he does. He’s an AC and electrical 

technician, but the thing is he doesn’t get paid just cause he, he doesn’t get paid enough 

because he doesn’t have the, the degree behind it. You know, somebody that knows less 

but has a degree behind it gets paid more than him just ‘cause they have that degree. 

That’s why I think it’s just very important to have it, just so you can have that 

qualification behind you...” 

While both students viewed their fathers as professionals whom they could emulate, the former 

merely stated his father’s line of work, and that his father made a “decent amount” of money. 

The latter explicitly framed college as a practical endeavor meant to enhance one’s earning 

potential, noting that his father’s earning potential had been hindered without one. This student 

planned to get his certificate in automobile technology in order to fulfill his dream of having his 

own auto shop. “I want to stay near [the city],” he said, just because I know I can make money 

here. [This city] is a very, you know, business oriented city, so I’d rather stay in the city where I 

can make some pretty good money and live pretty good.” 
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  Several students had plans to join the family business as soon as they’d earned the 

requisite certificate or associate’s degree. One young man responded to my questions about his 

future goals: 

Interviewer: “What are your future career goals? What do you want to do someday?” 

Student: “I think I’m uh, work, get my CDL license, like commer- Like driving 18-

wheelers.” 

Interviewer: “How’d you become interested in doing that?” 

Student: “Because my, my father was a truck driver so I got into it.” 

This student also planned to complete a certificate program at the local community college that 

would allow him to join his father’s industry. He would make his father proud and also ensure 

that he would earn more than his father did. Another would join his father’s and auto dealer and 

repair business as soon as he finished a short program, at another local technical college: 

 Interviewer: “What do you want to do after you get your degree?” 

Student: “After I finish the 18-month program that I’m going to be in, I’m not sure if I 

want to go, because uh I have, I have a lot of options actually. I could go into a Ford 

program where they would pay my school. Or I can go into diesel, so I’ll probably, I 

don’t know if I can go into diesel and then after that maybe 10-15 years open my own 

shop.” 

 Interviewer: “Having… having your own business?” 

Student: “Actually, actually, my dad owns, owns a car dealer... And he has two shops. 

My older brother’s keeping the main shop, the, the dealer itself. And he has an-, another 

building, which is an, just an empty, empty uh shop. Yeah he has all the tools in there and 

stuff but it’s just nobody uses it so... I’ll probably open it in the, in the future. Because it’s 
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sort of the family… Uh, my older brother went [to community college] but he hasn’t 

finished it yet. Uh, he, he went, like, he just went two years, I think... And then he started 

working with my dad…” 

Both young men wanted to follow in their father’s footsteps and enter the family business – 

whether that meant simply entering the same field or working within a family-owned company. 

The latter had seen his own brother gain employment after just two years of school (which he 

may not have finished, per the student’s own report); he saw a model for what was possible with 

a shorter college program. Although I heard these things from several students directly, the 

young men in the sample were less talkative than the young women, and their interviews were 

shorter and less detailed. As such, I received a more information on this particular issue from the 

CSAs themselves, who had noticed this trend among the young men in their schools.  

 CSAs regularly discussed students’ knowledge of the financial strain within their 

families, and how this affected students’ postsecondary decisions. A common theme within this 

larger conversation was the pathways young men often took toward getting a quick degree and 

helping the family. Of the students in his school, one CSA told me: 

“I mean because it has already been programmed in their heads that hey, we don’t have 

money to waste. You don’t know how this family is struggling. You need to graduate and 

go get a job so you can help this family. That’s it… So it's more so of a conversation to 

change. If you get an education, you can help your family business grow ten times more.” 

Again, family businesses were attractive to young men, who saw them as an avenue toward 

quick money and the ability to support their families. One tactic that CSAs used – especially 

with young men who were pulled toward this option – was to promote college as a way to 
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enhance earning ability in the long run and to ensure that they had options in the future if their 

career of choice didn’t go as planned. However, this didn’t always work. As one CSA explained: 

“Here, there’s this one student who doesn’t want to go to school because his dad is a 

welder and makes a lot of money welding. And I tried to explain to him, ‘Look, hey, what 

are you gonna do when your hands start failing you at fifty, fifty-five, you can’t have that, 

that young grip forever.’ ‘Oh well, I'm not sure and you know I’m getting the state 

certification in this and this and this.’… And then I explained you get your AAS in 

welding then you can transfer… turns out he didn't need the college degree… And he 

knew that... But um, I wanted to still make the student realize their potential on okay 

look… just know that you can still get your undergraduate degree, still in welding should 

he decide to, cause he's a Senior and he has a kid on the way.” 

Not only was this student leaning toward the family business, he would also soon have his own 

family to support. In this instance, as in so many others, college was simply seen as a waste of 

time and money that would impede his ability to earn money immediately after graduating high 

school.  

CSAs often found themselves at this intersection: torn between understanding the 

realities of students’ lives and advocating for the importance of postsecondary education for 

students’ futures:  

“… So like I have students here who parents are like, ‘Oh I have a business you can 

come work for me. You can work for the family.’ Um … ‘you're going to work for me you 

work for the business. Or ‘Miss, I don’t think I’m going to school. I’m just going to get a 

job because I can make money… I gotta go to work Miss. You know I have to make some 
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money. You know I have to help my mama. I support my family.’ Are all understandable 

conditions.” 

Like the young women in the sample, the support these students provided was something they 

saw as important for their families’ survival and essential to who they were as men. Most 

willingly and happily made the choice to help their families financially rather than pursue a 

longer-term degree, but their decision making was also somewhat constrained. CSAs told me 

how they observed students navigating between their desire for education and the duty they felt 

to support their families. As one explained:   

“Um, mom and dad depend on them, or just mom or whoever, grandma, really depends 

on their paycheck and it plays a major role in their decision making. Like, ‘I spoke with 

my grandma and she really said she needs me, so…’ I know you got your two year, but if 

you get a four year, you can really help grandma, you can really help mom out, you’re 

going to make more money, you’re going to be better qualified, or some of them, their 

dads own car shops and stuff like that. Like, you can take your dad’s business to the next 

level, just expanding on that, um, promoting that for them.” 

Students were making their decisions in response to the strain their families were experiencing. 

Not only did families’ experiences with wealth strain prohibit their ability to help pay for 

college, but going to college was often seen as a nonessential or extravagant, rather than a tool 

that could provide longer-term stability for students and their families: 

“You are basically seeing people saying, ‘Well you know as long as you make money 

then you are going to be okay, it doesn’t matter whether you will get a higher education 

or you will just go on and get a job out in construction, you are going to be making 

money.’” 
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The ability to earn money was prominently featured in postsecondary decision-making, 

especially for young men, and the pressure felt by young men to earn money for their families 

was regularly witnessed by CSAs. 

DISCUSSION 

College Advising for Low-Income Young Women 

 The students in the sample were all part of a college advising initiative implemented in 

every high school in the district during the school year that interviews were conducted. Through 

their sessions with CSAs, many young women reported at least considering schools out of the 

city, or even out of state – something that would never have crossed their minds previously, due 

to their family obligations. One student, discussing her relationship with her advisor, said: 

“I’ve learned more about different colleges ... I never thought about going out of state for 

a college until I talked to them, because I always take care of my sister and my nephews, 

and so I also say, well, I’m going to stay close to here because if they need me I have to 

be right there to help… And they’re like, you know… now it’s your turn, you have to 

venture out into the world, even if it’s in New York or Oklahoma or Louisiana or 

California, you can still can do things outside of [the state] and either get the same 

opportunity or even better. And so I’ve learned more opening up outside of [the state], 

besides just staying close in, you know, within an hour range or something like that.” 

Another, who had learned a great deal from her CSA was finally convinced by her older sister, 

who provided the wisdom of experience: 

“Yes. Um, especially my oldest sister is the one that’s supporting me the most, because 

she had a chance to go study [out of state] what she wanted to study, but she held herself 

back because she’s like, ‘I don't want to leave my parents behind.’ So, out of everybody, 
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she’s the most supportive because she’s like, ‘If you want to leave, leave.’ She’s like, ‘If 

you want to go to a different state, go.’ She’s like, ‘I really regret, regret giving up on my 

dreams just because I didn't want to leave my parents behind.’” 

The college aspirations and college knowledge of these young women were utterly expanded by 

the resources provided by CSAs, and those lucky enough to have a college student or grad in the 

family received an extra layer of support and advice. While going out of state may not be 

feasible for many students from low-income and wealth-strained families, it may be possible for 

some, and students should receive every bit of information and support possible in order to better 

inform their decisions.  

When young women are able to explore all of their college options, the likelihood of 

upward social mobility may be enhanced, although the effect of college-going on social mobility 

varies among racial and socioeconomic groups (Torche 2011; Maralani 2013). The young 

women with whom I spoke wanted to achieve their higher education goals and to make their 

families proud (and continue to support their families) through upward social mobility. In many 

cases they had been accepted to selective programs and institutions, further from home, where 

they could accomplish these goals, but felt at least somewhat duty-bound to decline or postpone 

certain opportunities to stay and help their families. College advisors and those working with 

young people planning to attend college would do well to consider the unique social and gender 

role constraints experienced by young women in poor families, and tailor their advising 

interventions to accommodate their needs.  

College Advising for Low-Income Young Men 

Many of the students in the sample were first generation students – in fact over 60% were 

among the first in their families to enroll in college. Most students had limited college 
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knowledge before CSAs arrived on campus, and they and their parents did not know what to 

expect from, or how to plan for college. For young men in particular, making money was of 

primary concern, and college was seen as redundant in this regard. Young men saw themselves 

as key to enhancing their families’ financial wellbeing, and were eager to start earning money as 

soon as possible. They also felt pressure from their families and communities to step up and 

contribute.  

Several CSAs noted that most of the young men they talked to initially had no idea that 

college was even an option for them, let alone that it might be essential for future success. Even 

if parents supported college-going for young men (and many did) there was pressure to stay 

close, complete shorter technical programs, and earn money in addition to earning a degree. 

Much of the discussion around such students was about “changing the conversation” or 

“changing perceptions” regarding college, both for the students themselves and for their families. 

Quality college advising has the potential to open up avenues that young men didn’t know were 

available to them. This includes opportunities for enhanced earning, if that is important to them, 

but it also includes academic pathways, which were seen by many students and their families as 

unrelated to the chief concern of men: earning money and supporting the family. Therefore, 

college advising might also help counteract some of the traditional gender pressures and norms 

faced by students, especially by more economically disadvantaged young men. College advisors 

and those working with young people planning to attend college would do well to consider the 

unique social and gender role constraints experienced by young men in poor families, and tailor 

their advising interventions to accommodate their needs.  

CONCLUSION 
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 This project began as a mostly qualitative examination of students’ experiences during 

the transition from high school to college. I was mainly interested in what financial setbacks 

these students and their families saw as undermining their ability to pay for college. I focused 

specifically on what types of strain families faced during this transition, and students’ knowledge 

of how this strain affected students’ postsecondary choices.   

The primary concepts of interest here were wealth and wealth strain, rather than free and 

reduced price lunch (FRPL) or other measures of SES that are typically used as predictors in 

education research (e.g., parents’ occupation, income, or education). I chose these because the 

literature demonstrates that large, costly transitions – like the transition to college – are most 

easily paid for with accumulated assets, and that the type of college a student attends is at least in 

part predicted by the amount of accumulated wealth that is liquid, or available for use. However, 

many families (and most families in the district of interest) have little to no accumulated liquid 

assets. I therefore became interested in what specific factors kept those families from amassing 

the nest egg (or as it’s known in the wealth literature, the “cushion”) that would allow them to 

better prepare for college, and that would allow students to have greater choice and flexibility in 

their postsecondary transition.  

As it turns out, the strain factors that families encountered were largely aligned with the 

literature on wealth. Families who were already struggling from paycheck to paycheck 

encountered medical setbacks, job loss, and other financial hardships that interfered with their 

ability to accumulate assets, and more specifically their ability to create a cushion to protect them 

from future setbacks or financial shocks. However, what I found most interesting about the data 

was how students interpreted this strain.  
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Young men and young women from wealth strained families understood their families’ 

predicaments, and employed this knowledge, very differently. Young women felt a sense of duty 

to their family as caretakers and emotional supporters, and were more likely to change their 

college plans (such as choosing a school nearby), or put them on hold entirely, in order to satisfy 

this primary responsibility. Young men, on the other hand, understood themselves as earners 

who were required to make money to support the family, typically choosing shorter, trade-based 

programs that would allow them to start working as soon as possible. 

Insights like these – which are embedded in the richer context of students’ sense of self 

and sense of family – are difficult to come by with other types of research methods. By using 

qualitative interviews to delve into students’ backgrounds, their choices and behaviors emerged 

as part and parcel of their family’s wealth strain itself. Not only did students understand the 

strain their families experienced, they used this knowledge to make choices about college. Over 

time, this could theoretically contribute to a feedback loop whereby family strain factors limit the 

choices of the next generation, who are then less likely to accumulate wealth themselves. While 

already studied and moderately well-understood by researchers, intergenerational stratification 

and inequality might be more richly explained by seeking out the processes and mechanisms 

through which inequality endures.  

Practitioners, too, might learn something both from these findings and from the methods 

used. In public education, policy is often built and implemented quickly in order to best serve 

students in the face of ever-shrinking budgets and other social and political concerns. The entry 

of RPPs into this atmosphere can influence how practitioners appreciate the contexts in which 

their students and families exist.  
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In the case of this project, which took place in the midst of a large-scale college advising 

intervention, the findings might provide a slightly new way of reorienting student disadvantage 

as an intergenerational issue, and understanding students’ postsecondary choices as potentially 

gendered. College advisors and other postsecondary stakeholders may in the future use this 

research to ask their own questions about students’ contexts, and to implement evidence-based 

advising that is tailored to the specific needs of the student (and family) populations they serve. 

The sociological literature on wealth is growing, but research which specifically 

investigates the relationship between wealth and education outcomes is relatively limited. This 

project aimed to widen the scope of research on wealth and education, using new types of data to 

conceptualize wealth beyond its purely numerical characteristics. The findings here are also 

substantively relevant to larger discussions around wealth, education, and intergenerational 

inequality. Through students’ narratives we are able to highlight and answer questions about of 

wealth that are seldom included in such conversations. For instance, what are the specific factors 

that strain family wealth? How do these factors affect students’ postsecondary decision-making? 

Conceptualizing wealth and wealth strain through new questions and types of data can allow for 

better understanding and analysis of the “sedimentation of inequality” – the seemingly 

intractable connection between family of origin status and later-life status (Oliver and Shapiro 

2006). This analysis attempts to illuminate this process at the site of postsecondary decision-

making, and finds that the mechanisms of intergenerational inequality are distinctly gendered.  

Nearly ninety percent of students in the sample were Black or Hispanic. Because families 

of color are known to hold less wealth and higher levels of debt than white families, students of 

color might be at greater risk of having their postsecondary decisions affected by wealth strain 

(Oliver and Shapiro 2006; Hall and Crowder 2011; Zhan and Sherraden 2011; Zhan and 
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Lanesskog 2014). This has important implications for longer-term outcomes for these students, 

such as transition to homeownership (Heflin and Pattillo 2002; Hall and Crowder 2011; Hilber 

and Liu 2008), levels of household wealth (O’Brien 2012; McKernan et al. 2014), account 

ownership (Heflin and Pattillo 2002), and even basic survival and social mobility (Dominguez 

and Watkins 2003). The present analysis points to postsecondary decision-making as an 

important site of intergenerational inequality – specifically, of the intergenerational 

sedimentation of wealth strain. The next chapter will focus on the relationship between home 

value and college selectivity to further demonstrate how the transition to college looks different 

for minority and poor families. 
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CHAPTER 3, EFFECTS: 

Race and the Relationship Between Home Value and Postsecondary Selectivity 

ABSTRACT 

Housing wealth is a key component of intergenerational inequality, but it is difficult to 

measure. In order to account for the difficulty of housing wealth measurement, and to provide 

useful analyses to inform researchers and education practitioners, this study uses county tax 

assessor data, combined with local student level data, to predict postsecondary selectivity for a 

sample of college enrollees from a large, majority-minority, urban district. Researchers have 

found that black, Hispanic, and Asian households (a) must maintain significantly higher incomes 

than whites to accumulate the same amount of wealth in their homes, (b) hold the majority of 

their wealth in the form of home equity compared to whites, and (c) earn less equity per year of 

homeownership than whites (Krivo and Kaufman 2004). I find that non-white households must 

also acquire more housing wealth to attain the same educational benefits as their white peers – 

specifically, to attain the same level of college selectivity. I also find higher selectivity outcomes 

for all groups in 2016, versus those in 2015, suggesting at least a partial effect of standardized 

college advising throughout the district, which was received by 2016 graduates, but not 2015 

graduates. Findings suggest racial and socioeconomic differences in the return on investment in 

home equity, but also suggest the importance of liquid wealth above and beyond equity. If 

wealth is related to college selectivity (as this analysis suggests), then home values might 

provide a critical resource for studying the intergenerational reproduction of inequality during 

the transition to college, particularly among poor and minority families.  

INTRODUCTION 
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 Social scientists have demonstrated that housing wealth is a useful tool for measuring 

wealth and for refining our understanding of racial wealth inequalities. Because both 

homeownership and home values are stratified by race, they are key to studying intergenerational 

inequality in various outcomes, such as income, education, and future wealth-building. Some 

have already examined the utility of wealth as a predictor variable for postsecondary education 

outcomes (such as attendance and completion), but this analysis will enter the larger 

conversation around wealth and education using data on housing values to predict the level of 

college selectivity a student attains.  

College selectivity is itself important, as research indicates that students attending more 

selective schools may be more likely to persist and graduate on time7 (Elliott 2016; Ford and 

Thompson 2016). Furthermore, the economic returns on a college degree are significant. A 

degree positively enhances upward economic mobility, lifetime earnings, employment, savings, 

health status, and lifespan (Torche 2011; Reardon, Baker and Klasik 2012). While the proportion 

of high school students expecting to attend college has increased over the last few decades, black 

and Hispanic students remain underrepresented at more selective institutions, as do low-income 

students (Turley, Santos, and Ceja 2007; Reardon et al. 2012).  

 Below I will examine the relationship between home value and college selectivity for a 

sample of 2015 and 2016 college enrollees from a large, urban district. I will focus specifically 

on how the probability of enrolling in a more selective institution changes based on home value, 

and how this relationship varies by racial and socioeconomic groups. In the analysis and 

subsequent discussion, I will examine how this particular relationship might reproduce 

intergenerational wealth stratification by group, and why postsecondary enrollment is a key site 

                                                           
7 However, some studies find that selectivity does not have an independent effect on graduation (Heil, Reisel, and 

Attewell 2014). 
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of study for future work on intergenerational wealth. The following will also offer a simple 

analytic framework that can be used by researchers and practitioners to better evaluate college-

going trends and to implement targeted college advising interventions for disadvantaged and 

underserved groups. Furthermore, the findings can and should be used by those responsible for 

providing college financial aid, as the analysis here (and in Chapter 2) suggests that there is more 

a family’s financial situation than what is typically measured on a financial aid form. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The impact of homeownership and housing wealth on various outcomes has often been 

examined as a site of intergenerational racial stratification. Stratification of homeownership has 

been studied widely by social scientists since 2008, after the U.S. recession and subsequent 

foreclosure crisis devastated the wealth and wellbeing of families across the country – especially 

poor families and families of color. Homeownership rates in late 2012, four years after the start 

of the recession, clearly demonstrate such stratification. Overall, the homeownership rate for that 

year was 65%, but it varied wildly by group: 74% of non-Hispanic whites owned homes, while 

only 45% of Hispanics, 45% of blacks, and 55% of Asians/Others owned homes (Census Bureau 

2013; Pattillo 2013).  

The work of Conley (2009[1999]) and others has been particularly valuable in 

highlighting the racialized history of such trends in homeownership, specifically how and why 

property ownership became an important component of wealth inequality, starting during the 

Reconstruction and Jim Crow eras. Conley suggests that race and property “form the nexus for 

the persistence of black-white inequality” in the contemporary U.S., and that property ownership 

disparities have contributed to an overrepresentation of blacks among those with negative wealth 

(2009 [1999]:5). Oliver and Shapiro (2006) who are perhaps the most well-known in this larger 
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body of work, also address the centrality of property ownership in the transition from black 

slavery to freedom, including the failure of the Southern Homestead Act, the white 

suburbanization of America, and the racism of the Federal Housing Administration – events and 

practices that continue to shape today’s wealth distribution today. Additionally, black and 

Hispanic households still experience discrimination at every step of the homeownership process 

(Massey and Denton 1993; Flippen 2001a, 2001b).  

Homeownership itself is just the first step, though: Krivo and Kaufman (2004) find that 

black, Hispanic, and Asian households must maintain significantly higher incomes than whites to 

accumulate the same amount of wealth in their homes. They also earn far less equity per year of 

homeownership than whites, and hold the majority of their wealth in the form of home equity 

(2004:599; Oliver and Shapiro 2006; Chiteji 2010). For blacks and Hispanics, these and other 

differences in equity building (compared to whites) are reduced when income and education are 

controlled, which points to the importance of education for reducing intergenerational 

stratification and creating opportunities for mobility among younger generations (Krivo and 

Kaufman 2004:600; Pew 2012; Strand 2015:284).  

 Researchers have begun to examine how wealth (including housing wealth) is related to 

postsecondary outcomes – specifically that family wealth has a strong, nonlinear effect on some 

outcomes (such as attendance and completion) net of other socioeconomic measures (Conley 

2001; Zhan and Sherraden 2011). Bastedo and Jaquette (2011) find that despite the increasing 

academic performance and preparation of low-income students over time, and improvements in 

college matching for these students, wealthy students remain vastly overrepresented at selective 

postsecondary institutions. Some argue that persistent racial and socioeconomic differences in 

attendance at selective institutions is due to the adaptation of more affluent families to a new 
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college landscape in which increased competition has made access to selective institutions more 

scarce (Alon 2009).  

Nam and Huang (2009) demonstrate a significant positive relationship between parents’ 

liquid assets and college attendance, but not between homeownership and attendance. This 

finding in particular, along with Chiteji’s (2010) findings, suggest that housing wealth is actually 

less influential in predicting college attendance than liquid wealth – bad news for those who 

typically hold the majority of their wealth in their homes (i.e., black and Hispanic families). 

Others have demonstrated that a $10,000 increase in a family’s housing wealth in the four years 

prior to college enrollment increases the likelihood of flagship public university attendance 

(relative to non-flagship) by 2.0 percent, and decreases the relative probability of community 

college attendance by 1.6 percent (Lovenheim and Reynolds 2013). This focus on the importance 

of home value, liquid wealth (above and beyond home value/equity), and selectivity is continued 

in the analysis below.  

 The importance of college selectivity lies partially in its positive relationship to post-

college student outcomes, such as homeownership and asset ownership (Keister 2004). Students 

who attend more highly selective institutions are also more likely to experience greater success 

in the labor market, although there is disagreement in the literature as to whether low-income 

students who attend selective institutions can match their higher-income peers’ post-graduation 

labor market returns (Witteveen and Attewell 2017; Dale and Krueger 2011). Those with greater 

post-college successes compared to their peers are then themselves better positioned to pass on 

their affluence and social status to their own children. For instance, Ford and Thompson (2016) 

demonstrate a relationship between parents’ college degree selectivity and students’ college 
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selectivity, which persists after controlling for student ability, family wealth, income, and other 

family characteristics (2016:94).  

 If housing wealth is differentially related to college selectivity (as this analysis suggests), 

then home values might provide a critical resource for studying the intergenerational 

reproduction of inequality during the transition to college, particularly among poor and minority 

families. Because black, Hispanic, and Asian households (a) must maintain significantly higher 

incomes than whites to accumulate the same amount of wealth in their homes, (b) hold the 

majority of their wealth in the form of home equity compared to whites, and (c) earn less equity 

per year of homeownership than whites (and because these and other differences in equity 

building are reduced when education is controlled), the effect of home value on education may 

be a key site for studying the intergenerational reproduction of stratification (Krivo and Kaufman 

2004:599-600; Oliver and Shapiro 2006; Chiteji 2010; Pew 2012; Strand 2015:284). I find here 

that non-white households must also acquire more housing wealth to attain the same educational 

benefits as their white peers – specifically, to attain the same level of college selectivity – further 

evidence of racial differences in liquid wealth held above and beyond home equity, and 

potentially of racialized real estate practices such as lending, home valuation, and steering. 

As Henretta (1984) suggested, including asset measures (however crude) in social science 

models is crucial for work on status and stratification. Because housing value is a more varied 

measure than free and reduced lunch, or other dummy variables typically used in education 

analysis, it may be more appropriate for predicting such outcomes as college selectivity – 

especially for groups that have traditionally encountered difficulty building equity and attaining a 

college education. In fact, the results here demonstrate that something as simple as tax assessor 

data could be used by researchers and practitioners to more fully discern the postsecondary 
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planning and experiences of particular groups of students, and to tailor college advising and 

other interventions to best serve students.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. Are home value and college selectivity related? 

2. If so, does this relationship vary by group (ever FRPL v. never FRPL; white v. non-white)? 

3. Does this vary based on whether a student received district-wide, standardized college 

advising? (Specifically, do 2015 graduates [who did not receive advising] and 2016 

graduates [who did] have different outcomes?)  

DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Data: Ordered Logistic Regression Models 

 The data used in this project come from multiple sources. The sample began with 

individual student data from the Houston Education Research Consortium (HERC) longitudinal 

database, representing all student data from the Public Education Information Management 

System (PEIMS) for 2015 and 2016 graduating seniors, only the latter of which received district-

wide college advising. There were 258,337 students in both years, and the dataset included 

demographic information for all of them. 

I combined these data with Harris County tax assessor data, which includes home values 

for each student in the year 2012. This year was used as it was the first year that U.S. home 

prices rebounded and rose to pre-Recession levels (Christie 2012; Isidore 2012; Matthews 2012; 

Humphries 2012). Students who had addresses and other geographic information but no home 

value were given a home value of 0. Those who lived in apartment buildings were given a home 

value of the apartment complex value divided by the square footage of the complex. At this point 

N=342,227, as the tax assessor merge added 83,890 unique observations who weren’t included in 
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the 2015-2016 data. Most of these students would soon be eliminated, however, as this analysis 

is chiefly interested in college enrollment. Thus, only students who had actually enrolled in 

college would be observed.  

I merged this dataset with National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) data, to obtain 

postsecondary information for every student who enrolled in college in 2015 and 2016. I then 

dropped all observations without college enrollment data for 2015 or 2016 – the two senior 

cohorts in which I was interested. Finally, I merged these data with STAAR testing data and 

GPA data. These final changes lowered the sample to n=10,613. About 20,000 students 

graduated from the district in 2015 and 2016. This sample represents 2015 and 2016 high school 

seniors who enrolled in college and who had STAAR scores and GPA data. 

Next, I merged the data with Barron’s Selectivity Index data for 2015 found in the HERC 

database. The Barron’s index, from Barron’s Profile of American Colleges,8 is commonly used 

in education research to measure college selectivity. Colleges in the index are rated as (1) Most 

Competitive, (2) Highly Competitive, (3) Very Competitive, (4) Competitive, (5) Less 

Competitive, or (6) Noncompetitive, 2-year, or “special” programs. For the purposes of ordered 

logistic regression analysis, these categories were coded as: 

 1 = Not Selective (Noncompetitive, 2-year, and “special” categories) 

 2 = Less Selective (Less Competitive and Competitive categories) 

 3 = Somewhat Selective (Very Competitive category) 

 4 = Highly Selective (Highly Competitive category) 

 5 = Most Selective (Most Competitive category) 

                                                           
8 http://www.barronspac.com/ 
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Details about this ranking, including examples of schools in each category and average 

admission rates for each category, can be found in section 3.1a. of the appendix. 

 It should be mentioned that getting into a “Most” or “Highly” selective college is a rare 

occurrence, even for the very privileged. Work by Chetty, Friedman, Saez, Turner, and Yagan 

(2017) suggests that about 40% of students from families in the top 0.1% of income-earners 

attend an Ivy League or Elite school (equivalent to Barron’s “Most” and “Highly” selective 

categories, respectively). The rate is less than half that for students in families in the top 5%.9 

Thus, while the disparities in selectivity by group are large, enrollment in more selective schools 

is uncommon for everyone.  

Where today’s 25-year-olds went to college, grouped by their parents’ income 

 

Sample 

The final subsample is comprised of individuals who enrolled in college. Individuals in 

this subsample are thus assumed to be from more advantaged backgrounds than their non-

college-going peers. Because this analysis was done using college enrollees within a minority-

majority school district, the racial makeup of the sample is different from that of the district at 

large. Whites are overrepresented by about 5 percentage points, while black students are 

                                                           
9 Figure taken from a NY Times story on Raj et al. 2017: 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/01/18/upshot/some-colleges-have-more-students-from-the-top-1-percent-

than-the-bottom-60.html 
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underrepresented by about 2 percentage points and Hispanic students are underrepresented by 

about 6 percentage points. The overall student sample is 13% white, 56% Hispanic, 23% black, 

7% Asian and 1% other. The sample is also 55% female and 45% male. Student economic 

backgrounds roughly approximate those within the district, with about 75% who are 

disadvantaged and 25% who are not. Only about 10% of students in the sample enrolled in a 

school classified in the top two Barron’s categories (Most Selective and Highly Selective), while 

about 72% enrolled in a school classified in the bottom two categories (Less Selective and Not 

Selective).  

Note on tax assessor data as a proxy for housing wealth 

The main variable of interest in this analysis is home value as provided by the 2012 

Harris County tax assessor value estimate of students’ family homes. This year was used as it 

was the first year that U.S. home prices rebounded and rose to pre-Recession levels (Christie 

2012; Isidore 2012; Matthews 2012; Humphries 2012). Although the value of a home can bear 

little relationship to the amount of equity a family has in a home (depending on how long the 

family has owned the home, and how the value has varied over time), this 2012 value is used 

here as a proxy for a family’s existing equity and/or ability to earn equity in the following years 

before the student graduates (2012-2015, or 2012-2016, respectively). For those who do not own 

their home, or who live in apartments, this value is used here as a proxy for the quality of 

housing the family is able to afford. Because these values are taken from county data, rather than 

self-reported data, they may be more accurate than other measures of housing value that have 

been used in previous analyses (Gonyea 2005).  

The reader must bear in mind that, within the population studied, home values are skewed 

toward the lower end of the range (0-$6mil), with over 75% of the sample having home values 
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under $200k. See Analysis section for further information on why the methods used are 

appropriate for this type of distribution.  

Analysis 

 To estimate the relationship between home value and college selectivity, I first performed 

ordered logistic regression analysis in Stata 15, using selectivity as the ordinal dependent 

variable and using student gender, race, immigrant status, gifted/talented status, ever FRPL, 2016 

grad, STAAR reading scale scores, GPA, and home value as predictor variables. Likelihood ratio 

tests and Wald tests were performed to determine model fit. Both tests determined that adding 

home value to the model resulted in a statistically significant improvement in model fit (p ≤ 

0.001). Information on model variables, including descriptive statistics and summary statistics, 

can be found in sections 3.1b.-3.1d. of the appendix. Output for the model can be found in 

section 3.1e. of the appendix.  

 After running an ordered logistic regression model, I used several post-estimation 

commands to better understand whether and how home value is related to college selectivity. 

These commands obtained adjusted predictions of selectivity using the “margins” command in 

Stata 15, which has several benefits. Margins “provide a good approximation to the amount of 

change in Y that will be produced by a 1-unit change in Xk” (Williams 2012). In this case, it 

provides predictive margins across a range of home values (i.e., Marginal Effects at 

Representative Values, or MERs). In other words, the predictive margins in this analysis provide 

estimates of how the probability of attending a certain type of program would change based on 

the amount of home value. The estimates here are not the same as OLS regression coefficients, 

but provide the predicted probability of enrollment in each level of selectivity across a range of 

home values, for various groups. 
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The first of these was the margins command using the dydx option, in order to predict 

how home value predicts selectivity at each outcome (1-5). I also used the dydx option at the 

means of the other variables in the model. Using both options, the effect of home value on 

predictions of selectivity was highly significant (p ≤ 0.001), for each level of selectivity.  

 Next, I used the margins command with the contrast option, in order to compare 

differences in probability for various groups (e.g., race, ever FRPL), at each program selectivity 

outcome (1-5). I also conducted these analyses for traditionally underserved groups in 2016 v. 

2016 (e.g., non-white students in 2016 v. 2015; ever FRPL students in 2016 v. 2015) to test 

whether traditionally underserved students received a benefit from standardized college advising. 

I then tested the parameters of variables of interest (home value and group of interest), and 

plotted the results. The only nonsignificant contrasts were between American Indian students vs. 

white students (on the probability of enrolling in a “Less Selective” school) and Other students 

vs. white students (on all selectivity categories), but this is likely due to the small cell sizes of 

these groups. Graphs depicting these contrasts can be found sections 3.2a. and 3.2b. of the 

appendix.  

I then used the margins command to estimate and plot the marginal effects of home value 

on college selectivity at representative values (MERs). Plots show predictive margins at each 

level of selectivity (1-5), using home values ranging from zero to $4 million and zero to $6 

million. While over 75% of the sample have home values under $200,000, estimating marginal 

effects out to $4 million and $6 million allows for predictions that depict precisely what home 

values would be required for the groups of interest to reach various levels of selectivity. 

Furthermore, these analyses were completed in order to best estimate and visualize the dollar 

amounts at which particular groups experience “tipping point” effects in selectivity (in other 
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words, to estimate at what point one selectivity category becomes less probable than another, for 

each group).  

I first completed this analysis for the full sample. This first set of margins, found in 

section 3.2c. of the appendix, estimates probabilities for each college selectivity category for the 

entire sample, out to $4 million and $6 million. 

I then completed this analysis for specific groups: students who have ever received Free 

and Reduced Lunch (FRPL), students who have never received FRPL, non-white students, and 

white students. These analyses, found in sections 3.2d.-3.2g., estimate probabilities by group 

(ever FRPL v. never FRPL students and non-white v. white students), for each selectivity 

category out to $4 million, and the next set estimates probabilities out to $6 million (nearer to the 

upper limit of home values in the data).  

These groups were chosen deliberately. First, FRPL is one of the most commonly used 

predictors in education data, and this analysis provides evidence of differentiation in the effect of 

home value on selectivity for FRPL and non- FRPL groups. Using home value and FRPL 

together can provide finer variation than is found in analyses using only FRPL. Second, non-

white families have been shown to experience vastly lower returns on housing value than white 

families (see Literature Review). Thus, comparing the effect of white and non-white home 

values on selectivity should tell us something about whether and how this trend holds.  

Finally, I estimated margins for the 2015 and 2016 student cohorts, in order to detect if 

the addition of standardized college advising throughout the district in the fall of the 2015-2016 

school year impacted the marginal effects of between home values on college selectivity. I did 

this specifically for traditionally underserved groups: ever-FRPL students in 2015 and 2016 

(section 3.2h), and non-white students in 2015 and 2016 (section 3.2i). 
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FINDINGS 

Ever-FRPL vs. Never-FRPL Students 

 Contrasts of predictive margins show that students ever designated as FRPL have 

significantly different probabilities of enrollment for every selectivity category compared to 

those never designated as FRPL. Ever-FRPL students have a 24% greater probability of enrolling 

in a “Not Selective” program, a 2% greater probability of enrolling in a “Less Selective 

Program,” and 10% lower, 9% lower and 7% lower probabilities of enrolling in a “Somewhat 

Selective,” “Highly Selective,” and “Most Selective programs, respectively, compared to never-

FRPL students (for all, p ≤ 0.001). See section 3.2a. of the appendix for graphs depicting these 

contrasts. 

When plotting probability of enrollment by home value, ever-FRPL students and never-

FRPL students begin with very different selectivity trajectories. With zero dollars of home value, 

ever-FRPL students have a greater than 50% probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” 

program, while never-FRPL students have a less than 30% probability of enrolling in a “Not 

Selective” program. Even with zero value in their home, the probability of a student never 

designated FRPL enrolling in a nonselective college is nearly half that of their ever-FRPL peers. 

This is also the case for the probability of enrolling in a “Somewhat Selective” program: just 

under 30% for a never-FRPL student with zero home value, and just over 15% for an ever-FRPL 

student with zero home value. 

The probability of an ever-FRPL student with zero home value enrolling in a “Most 

Selective” program is under 5%, while the probability of a never-FRPL student with zero home 

value enrolling in such a program is just under 10%. For the probability of enrollment in a “Most 
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Selective” program to rise above 10% for an ever-FRPL student, home value must reach about 

$5.5 million, while for a never-FRPL student home value need not even reach $1 million.  

For never-FRPL students, having $4 million in home value means that the probability of 

enrolling in a “Most Selective” program is over 20%. The probability of an ever-FRPL student 

with $4 million dollars in home value enrolling in such a program is less than 10%. Never-FRPL 

students have twice the probability of “Most Selective” enrollment as their ever-FRPL peers. 

 For ever-FRPL students, the probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program and 

that of enrolling in a “Most Selective” program do not converge (with “Most” becoming more 

probable than “Not”) until home value reaches over $6 million. For never-FRPL students, these 

probabilities converge much earlier, at just $2.7 million. See sections 3.2c. through 3.2i. of the 

appendix for graphs depicting these predictions. 

Non-White vs. White Students 

Contrasts of predictive margins show that white students have significantly different 

probabilities of enrollment for every selectivity category compared to non-white students. White 

students have a 24% lower probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program, a 2% lower 

probability of enrolling in a “Less Selective Program,” and 13% lower, 10% lower and 8% 

higher probabilities of enrolling in a “Somewhat Selective,” “Highly Selective,” and “Most 

Selective programs, respectively, compared to non-white students (for all, p ≤ 0.001). See section 

3.2a. of the appendix for graphs depicting these contrasts. 

When plotting probability of enrollment by home value, non-white students and white 

students also begin with very different selectivity trajectories. With zero dollars of home value, 

non-white students have a just under 50% probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program, 

while white students have a 25% probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program (note that 
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the probability is lower for whites than for never-FRPL students at zero dollars). Even with zero 

value in their home, the probability of a white student enrolling in a nonselective college is about 

half that of their non-white peers. The probability of enrolling in a “Somewhat Selective” 

program is about 30% for a white student with zero home value, and just under 20% for non-

white student with zero home value. 

The probability of a non-white student with zero home value enrolling in a “Most 

Selective” program is under 5%, while the probability of a white student with zero home value 

enrolling in such a program is just under 10%. For the probability of enrollment in a “Most 

Selective” program to rise above 10% for a non-white student, home value must reach over $5 

million, while for a white student home value need only reach $800,000.  

For white students, having $4 million in home value means that the probability of 

enrolling in a “Most Selective” program is just over 20%. The probability of a non-white student 

with $4 million dollars in home value enrolling in such a program is less than 10%.     

 For non-white students, the probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program and that 

of enrolling in a “Most Selective” program do not converge (with “Most” becoming more 

probable than “Not”) until home value reaches approximately $6 million. For white students, 

these probabilities converge much earlier, at just $2.4 million. See sections 3.2c. through 3.2i. of 

the appendix for graphs depicting these predictions. 

2016 vs. 2015 Students 

 Contrasts of predictive margins for 2016 vs. 2015 students suggests significant 

differences in the probability of enrollment in each selectivity category from year to year. I posit 

that this may be due to the implementation of standardized, district-wide college advising which 

began in the fall of 2015 and was therefore only received by the later cohort (2016). For ever-
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FRPL and non-white students, the probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program was 

about 9% lower in 2016 than in 2015 (p ≤ 0.001). Compared to the previous year, ever-FRPL 

students in 2016 had small but significant increases in the probability of enrolling in every other 

type of program, with the largest increase occurring for “Somewhat Selective” programs (4.2%; 

p ≤ 0.001). Non-white students in 2016 experienced similar trends, with small but significant 

increases in the probability of enrolling in every other type of program, with the biggest increase 

occurring for “Somewhat Selective” programs (3.9%; p ≤ 0.001). See section 3.2b. of the 

appendix for graphs depicting these contrasts. 

When plotting probability by home value, students in 2016 and 2015 also begin with very 

different selectivity trajectories, suggesting a possible effect from standardized, district-wide 

college advising. With zero dollars of home value, ever-FRPL students in 2016 have a just under 

50% probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program, compared to just over 55% 

probability for their peers in 2015. The probability of enrolling in a “Somewhat Selective” 

program is just under 20% for ever-FRPL students in 2016 with zero home value, compared to 

just under 15% for their 2015 peers with zero home value. For ever-FRPL students in 2016, the 

probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program and that of enrolling in a “Most Selective” 

program converge (with “Most” becoming more probable than “Not”) when home value reaches 

approximately $5.6 million. For their 2015 peers, the point of conversion is $6 million.  

With zero dollars of home value, non-white students in 2016 have a just over 40% 

probability of enrolling in a “Not Selective” program, compared to just over 50% probability for 

their peers in 2015. The probability of enrolling in a “Somewhat Selective” program is about 

20% for non-white students in 2016 with zero home value, compared to just over 15% for their 

2015 peers with zero home value. For non-white students in 2016, the probability of enrolling in 
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a “Not Selective” program and that of enrolling in a “Most Selective” program converge (with 

“Most” becoming more probable than “Not”) when home value reaches approximately $5.6 

million. For their 2015 peers, the point of conversion is over $6 million. See sections 3.2c. 

through 3.2i. of the appendix for graphs depicting these predictions. 

 Two-tailed t-tests for 2015 vs. 2016 grads show that the two groups are not significantly 

different on home value or ever-FRPL (95% CI). However, they are significantly different on 

STAAR scores and GPA – specifically, 2016 grads have higher STAAR scores and higher GPAs 

than 2015 grads (p ≤ 0.001; 95% CIs). This could contribute to the increases in college 

selectivity in 2016 over 2015, above and beyond the suspected effect of standardized, district-

wide college advising. However, higher GPAs in 2016 could also (perhaps) be attributed to an 

increased college-going culture among 2016 grads, compared to 2015 grads, because of the 

implementation of college advising.  

SAT Analysis  

 All of the above analyses were re-run using a composite score made up of students 

reading, writing, and math SAT scores, in the place of STAAR reading scores and the story 

remained the same.  

Multinomial Logistic Regression Analysis 

 Some were skeptical about inclusion of apartments in the analysis, and about the use of 

ordered logistic regression, versus multinomial logistic regression. All of the above analyses 

were re-run using multinomial logistic regression, and (a) excluding apartments (which brought 

the sample size to n = 9,231), (b) using only up to $1 million in home value, and (c) using only 

three Barron’s categories, which were collapsed per the model of Zhang and Thomas (2006). I 

also ran new models with this updated sample, using multinomial logistic regression, rather than 
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ordered logistic regression. Please contact author for information about these extra analyses 

(figures and graphs for these analyses can also be found in the appendix).  

DISCUSSION 

 The findings above suggest that, all else equal, home value is positively related to college 

selectivity, and that never-FRPL students and white students can achieve higher levels of 

selectivity with lower home values than their non-white and ever-FRPL peers. While the extant 

literature suggests that black, Hispanic, and Asian households have a lower return on investment 

in their housing wealth than do white families, this study examines this trend a bit differently by 

suggesting that this differential in return on investment also affects college selectivity. Thus, the 

effect of home value on college selectivity may be a key site for studying the intergenerational 

reproduction of stratification (Krivo and Kaufman 2004:599-600; Oliver and Shapiro 2006; 

Chiteji 2010; Pew 2012; Strand 2015:284). As home value, used here as a proxy for housing 

wealth, seems to be positively related to college selectivity, then home values might be a new 

avenue for studying the intergenerational reproduction of inequality during the transition to 

college, particularly among poor and minority families.  

 Home value is particularly important to this analysis because wealth, including that 

which a family holds in their home, positively predicts a family’s ability to bounce back from 

financial crises, predicts their ability to prepare for future expenses (such as college), and 

influences the reproduction of socioeconomic status from one generation to the next. Here, the 

site at which this transition takes place at college enrollment. Predictive analyses show that 

students whose families have higher home values generally enroll in more selective schools, but 

that non-white families and ever-FRPL families must have significantly more home value than 

white and never-FRPL in order for their children to attain the same levels of selectivity. 
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Specifically, white families and never-FRPL families get a better return on investment from their 

home value than do non-white and ever-FRPL families. This may be further evidence that non-

white families hold a greater share of their overall wealth in their home, and have fewer liquid 

assets left over to weather the “shock” of college costs, compared to their white counterparts. 

This means that families who are already advantaged both racially and socioeconomically 

continue to advance, while those who are disadvantaged lag behind their peers even when they 

have attained the American Dream of homeownership.  

Education is often seen as a great equalizer, but college cannot be an equalizing force in 

society while such discrepancies exist. There is hope, however. The collective effect of the 

findings for 2016 students vs. 2015 students suggests a potential effect of standardized college 

advising across the district, which was implemented during the fall of 2015, after the 2015 

students graduated. The two cohorts are very similar demographically (see section 3.1c. of the 

appendix). Two-tailed t-tests for 2015 vs. 2016 grads show that the two groups are not 

significantly different on home value or ever-FRPL, and they are not significantly different on 

gifted status (95% CIs). Although students in the 2016 student cohort have significant higher 

STAAR reading scores than 2015 students, (which could contribute to the increases in college 

selectivity in 2016 over 2015), analyses show that more selective programs did become available 

to students at lower levels of home value in 2016. In other words, disadvantaged (non-white and 

ever-FRPL) students in 2016 required lower levels of home value than their 2015 peers to attain 

the same levels of selectivity.  

Furthermore, contrast analysis showed that, all else equal (including STAAR scores), 

selectivity predictions for 2016 students were higher than those for 2015 students. This means 

that there is perhaps an effect from standardized, district-wide college advising too, which might 
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be even further improved if college advisors have access to measures of wealth, or proxies such 

as home value. With such data, college advisors could better target those students who seem to 

qualify for more selective schools, but who (because of low home value and other disadvantages) 

may need further intervention in order to actually enroll in more selective schools. Those 

students who do enroll in more selective schools have better student outcomes both during and 

after college (Bound and Turner 2007; Bound, Lovenheim, and Turner 2010). Thus, college 

provides a potential avenue for upward social and economic mobility. If students with less access 

to highly selective programs are given extra help in enrolling in those programs, the potential for 

this mobility for disadvantaged students and families can only improve. 

CONCLUSION 

In Chapter 3, I use local tax assessor values to flesh out what wealth and wealth strain 

mean for students’ postsecondary transitions, using a proxy of housing wealth (home value) to 

understand how this might interact with liquid wealth to influence college selectivity. The 

analyses above investigate the importance of home value as a key component of 

intergenerational inequality.  

As stated in Chapter 1, the existing literature has considerable conceptual variation as to 

what constitutes wealth and how it should be measured. For instance, while some suggest that 

wealth measures should always incorporate home equity, others argue that measures which 

exclude home equity provide a more compelling measure of how families are prepared to react to 

financial shocks or setbacks, because liquid wealth (rather than that tied up in the home) shows 

the amount of usable assets to which a family has access. A common barrier to measuring wealth 

in high-poverty, majority-minority districts is that many families cannot be classified as wealthy, 

regardless of the type of measure wealth used. Such measures also miss other types of assets that 
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families in the district may have. So how does one define or operationalize wealth, if most of a 

given population has little or none (as it is typically measured)?  

Wealth measures without home equity appreciate the differential impact of liquid vs. 

fixed assets. This is important to this analysis because minority families are more likely to keep 

most of their wealth in their homes, and they are also less likely to earn equity at a rate equal to 

that of whites, for the same types of homes.10 Thus, because minority families tend to have 

access to fewer liquid assets than whites, they may be less prepared and more strongly and 

negatively affected by financial shocks (like college) because they are less likely than white 

families to have access to assets that might cushion the blow. Thus, by measuring that for which 

I had data (home value, representing fixed wealth), I was also able to indirectly capture unequal 

holdings of liquid wealth.  

While others have found that home equity significantly impacts students’ probability of 

completing a postsecondary education and is positively related to college quality for students in 

higher-income families (Conley 1999; Lovenheim and Reynolds 2013), very few have used 

home value to predict these postsecondary outcomes. I find that while home value positively 

predicts college selectivity for the entire sample, white students and never-FRPL see benefits at 

significantly lower levels of housing wealth than non-white students and those who have 

received FRPL. This does not mean that wealth does not matter for low-income or minority 

families. What it does indicate is a severe disparity in the purchasing power of home wealth, 

across racial and socioeconomic groups. This could be due to several underlying mechanisms, 

which I will touch on below. 

                                                           
10 This is why, among many other reasons, so many black and Hispanic families were negatively and differentially 

affected by the most recent housing crisis (Rugh 2015).  
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First, the findings hint at the persistence of racial discrimination and segregation within 

the housing market. Two families may attain the same level of housing wealth, but due to 

discrimination in real estate practices (Pager and Shepherd 2008), home valuation (Raymond, 

Wang, and Immergluck 2016; Howell and Korver-Glenn 2018), mortgage lending (Massey, 

Rugh, Steil, and Albright 2016), and other forms of explicit or implicit racism, may live in very 

different neighborhoods with vastly different schools. While school choice programs may 

enhance the ability of a family with a lower-performing or severely underfunded neighborhood 

school to attend their preferred school, a student in a segregated black or Hispanic neighborhood 

attending their neighborhood school may still be more likely to receive lower-quality instruction 

and fewer educational resources – including college advising (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 

2018). In other words, existing segregation and discrimination might lead to scarcer access to the 

services and resources that could help a student attend a more selective college. Among other 

recommendations from its 2018 report, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights recommends 

promotion of “collection, monitoring, and evaluation of school spending data” in order to 

prevent such disparities in resources at the school level.  

Second, findings may also point specifically to the significance of liquid assets – over 

and above home value – as families prepare for the transition to college. Specifically, they 

suggest that, as the literature has found, many minority and poor families are more likely to hold 

the majority of their wealth in their homes, and thus may have few available liquid resources to 

cushion the blow of college costs (Krivo and Kaufman 2004; Oliver and Shapiro 2006). This 

may be one key reason that even when families attain the same level of housing value, the return 

on this value is vastly different by race and socioeconomic status.  
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The findings in this chapter accomplish two things. First, they suggest the importance of 

home value as a key component of intergenerational inequality. The findings extend the study of 

both wealth and postsecondary outcomes by demonstrating a new mechanism by which home 

value provides unequal return on investment for white and non-white groups. However, this 

unequal return on investment does not necessarily arise from the home value itself. The findings 

also suggest the impact of that which is not directly measured in this analysis: liquid wealth. 

White and non-white families hold disparate amounts of wealth above and beyond the equity 

they hold in their home, and the impact of that extra financial-shock-absorbing liquid wealth (or 

lack thereof) might be what is driving the differences in the relationship between home value and 

selectivity.  

Such analyses can also assist researchers in further developing the relationship between 

wealth and educational outcomes, as well as in understanding how intergenerational inequality is 

reproduced at the postsecondary transition. Because wealth is stratified by race, measures such as 

home value are key to studying intergenerational inequality in various outcomes, such as income, 

education, and future wealth-building. These findings also suggest that home value can be used 

to understand unequal returns on investment, and also advance a potential mechanism by which 

this occurs at the college transition: unequal liquid wealth above and beyond home value.   

This information is also valuable for both researchers and practitioners within RPPs. 

Researchers can and should extend their examination of wealth for local education outcomes, 

using accessible data that can be linked to the student level. Practitioners, too, can use 

researchers’ findings to inform how students are targeted for postsecondary intervention. Most 

importantly for RPPs, secondary findings in Chapter 3 suggest a small equalizing effect from 

standardized college advising between 2015 and 2016. Future college advisors and other 
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postsecondary practitioners should read other studies on this particular advising intervention (and 

others), implement their own carefully crafted programs, and test the effect of college advising in 

their own contexts.  

Additionally and perhaps as importantly, the findings should persuade college advisors 

and other stakeholders to re-conceptualize the importance and meaning of wealth for college 

affordability. For instance, the methods currently used to qualify students for financial aid use 

measures of family socioeconomic status that do not account for racial differences in wealth. 

Two families, one white and one non-white, may look very similar on paper: they may both own 

a $2 million home and have highly educated parents who work in white collar jobs with high 

salaries. While some FAFSA questions account for parents’ current “balance of cash,”11 this 

does not account for the potential reality that one family has more debt or financial hardship than 

the other due to excess wealth strain factors (see Chapter 2). Those providing college aid to 

students (from the federal government to private grantors) need to account for significant racial 

differences in wealth. Just because two families look the same on paper does not mean that their 

lived reality is equal, or that their hard-earned assets will work for them in the same way as those 

of their more privileged peers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
11 https://www.nitrocollege.com/fafsa-guide 
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APPENDIX 

 

2.1: Chapter 2 Figures 

 

2.1a. Student interviewee demographics  

     
 

     
 

 

2.2: Chapter 2 Interview Guides 

 

2.2a. Student interview guide 

 

College Advising Experience  

1. What are your future career goals? 

a. How did you become interested in X (students’ career goal)? 

b. Where do you see yourself in 10 years (career wise)? 

2. I’m really interested in getting to know about your experiences with college advising this 

year. What has it been like for you? 

3. What have you learned/gained as a result of having an advisor on campus? 

a. What is the one thing in meeting with your advisor that was most helpful to you? 

4. Would you have sought college advising if you hadn’t been invited/required to do so? 

5. How prepared do you feel to apply for college? 

a. To attend college? 

b. Where are you applying? 

6. What would you change about the college advising process at your school? 
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7. I’m curious about how or if things have changed since the advisor came to your campus, 

for example in how your friends (who are seniors) feel about college. Has their thinking 

about college-going changed in any way or stayed the same? 

8. How much do you value a college education? (1-10: 1 = not very much, 10 = the most) 

Relations/Connections with Advisors 

9. Tell me about your relationship with your advisor.  

10. Would you say your advisor is engaged when you meet with him/her? Please explain 

how you feel they are or are not engaged. 

a. Do you feel like your advisor gave you the time that you needed? If yes, why? If 

not, what else did you need? 

11. Do you feel like your advisor understands who you are? Please explain. 

a. (If Yes) How were you able to connect with your advisor? (probe for details such 

as background or family similarities on which the student connected with the 

advisor. Maybe race will come up. Maybe age of the advisor). 

i. (If student is quiet and/or doesn’t know how to answer, provide personal 

example of connecting with high school teachers/staff based on similar 

background...ask if student experienced a similar type of connection with 

advisor in some way).  

b. How important do you think it is for your college advisor to understand your 

background? 

12. Do you feel comfortable asking your advisor questions? Please explain. 

a. What types of questions have you asked?  

b. What type of questions did you NOT feel comfortable asking? 

c. Were you satisfied with your advisor’s answers? Please explain.  

13. Approximately how many times have you met with your advisor since September? 

a. Do you feel satisfied with the number of times you met?  

b. Was your advisor always available when you wanted to meet? Or did your 

advisor promptly schedule a convenient meeting time? 

c. Would you have preferred to meet more times? 

i. (If Yes) What prohibited you from being able to meet with you advisor 

more? 

14. If you were the advisor at your school, is there anything you would do differently?  

a. If so, what would you do different? How would you advise if someone like yourself 

came to ask for advice?  

College & Financial Aid Application Assistance 

15. I’m really interested in getting to know your experience with financial aid applications. 

How’s it going so far with financial aid applications?  

a. How much time would you say you have spent searching for financial aid? 

b. What financial aid are you applying for?  

c. Scholarships?  

d. Grants? 

16. Is there anyone in your family who is helping you financially with college? 

17. Is there anyone in your life outside of school who is helping you with the college 

application process? 

Naviance Experience 

18. Can you tell me about your experiences with Naviance? 
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19. What is/is not helpful about Naviance? 

20. What would you change about how Naviance is used? 

21. How often do you use your PowerUp laptop to use Naviance, or do other college-related 

tasks? 

Family Background 

22. Tell me about your family. Do you have any siblings? 

23. Do you have any college students or college grads in your family? Who? 

a. How have they influenced your own goals? 

24. What do your parents do for a living? 

25. Does your family have any debt? 

a. Any other types of financial strain? 

26. Do your parents own a home or rent?  

27. Address or nearest cross-streets? 

 
 
2.2b. CSA interview guide 

 

College Advising Experience 
1. I’m really interested to know how you came to be a college advisor. 

a. Your motivations? 

b. Have you had previous college advising jobs? 

2. Tell me, in your own words, about your experiences as a college advisor this year. 

3. What is the college-going climate/culture like? 

a. How has it changed since you arrived? 

b. (If applicable) How would your experience at this school compare to your 

experience at other schools? 

4. How much access do you have to students? 

5. How supportive are staff and faculty, administrators, and other college access 

professionals on your campus(es) of your advising duties and activities? 

a. In your opinion, do you have access to the resources that you need? Please 

explain. 

b. Do you have access to space(s), scheduling resources, and other tools that make 

your job easier? 

6. What would you change about the advising program here at this school? 

a. What is working well? 

b. What could be improved? 

Working with Students 
7. How would you assess students’ overall college readiness at this school? 

a. What things do you consider when evaluating students’ overall college readiness? 

8. Who do you think college advising has helped the most? Least? (How so?) 

9. I would like for you to think about a student with whom you had a particularly strong 

connection with...Please describe the connection with your student. 

a. What makes the connection particularly strongly in your opinion? 

b. Why do you think this student is particularly responsive to you? 

c. Do you maybe share something in your background with your student that enables 

the connection with him/her? 
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10. Now, please think about a student with whom you have a poor connection...In your 

opinion, why do you think the connection is poor? 

a. Why do you think the student is not very responsive? 

11. Is there anything else you’d like to share about your college advising experience that I 

have not touched upon? 
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3.1: Chapter 3 Figures 

 

3.1a. Barron’s Selectivity Index 
              

 

Colleges in the original 2015 index were re-coded in order to perform ordered logistic regression 

analysis. Categories are shown below as they appeared in the original index, and as they were 

re-coded for the final index and analysis. Also included are admissions averages for each 

category and examples of schools in each category. 
                 
 

Original Index Final Index  Admissions Averages Examples 
              

 

(1) Most Competitive (5) Most Selective  Top 10-20% in class; Harvard University 

       Less than 33% of Rice University  

applicants admitted 

        

(2) Highly Competitive  (4) Highly Selective   Top 20-35% in class; Baylor University 

         About 33-50% of  UT Austin 

         applicants admitted 

      

(3) Very Competitive  (3) Somewhat Selective  Top 35-50% in class; University of Houston 

         About 50-75% of  Texas A&M   

         applicants admitted  

 

(4) Competitive   (2) Less Selective   Top 50-65% in class; Prairie View A&M 

         More than 75% of Lamar University 

         applicants admitted 

 

(5) Less Competitive  (2) Less Selective    (Same as previous) (Same as previous) 

 

(6) Noncompetitive  (1) Not Selective   Any high school grad; San Jacinto College 

         More than 98% of  Houston CC  

         applicants admitted 

 

(7) Special   (1) Not Selective   (Same as previous) (Same as previous) 
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3.1b. Model Variables  
                 

 

Variable  Type  Range  Measurement details 
           

 

Barron’s Selectivity  Categorical 1-5   1=Not Selective 

   (DV)     2=Less Selective    

        3=Somewhat Selective 

        4=Highly Selective 

        5=Most Selective 

 

Gender   Dummy 0-1   Female=1; Male=0 

   (IV) 

 

Race   Dummy 0-1   White=1; Non-White=0 

   (IV) 

 

Immigrant  Dummy 0-1   Yes=1; No=0 

   (IV) 

 

Gifted   Dummy 0-1   Yes=1; No=0 

   (IV)    

 

Ever FRPL  Dummy 0-1   Yes=1; No=0 

   (IV)    

 

2016 Grad  Dummy 0-1   Yes=1; No=0 

   (IV) 

 

STAAR Reading Numerical 1160-3443  Scale scores 

   (IV)   

 

GPA   Numerical 0.88-4.96  Weighted, cumulative GPA 

   (IV) 

 

Home Value  Numerical 0-6,255,273  Home values from  

   (IV)     Harris County tax  

        assessor data 
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3.1c. Descriptive Statistics 
             

 

  

Sample:  Full (n=10,613)   2015 (n=5,671)  2016 (n=4,942)  

                
      

Variables   Num.  %  Num. %  Num. % 
                
 

Female    5,868  55%   3,156 56%  2,712 55% 

 

Race/Ethnicity  

 White  1,474  14%   729 13%  745 15% 

 Hispanic 5,641  53%   3,052 54%  2,589 52% 

 Black  2,591  24%   1,409 25%  1,182 24% 

 Asian  754  7%   401 7%  353 7% 

 

Immigrant  274  3%   133 2%  141 3% 

 

Gifted/Talented  3,228  30%   1,682 30%  1,546 31% 

 

Ever FRPL  7,817  74%   4,205 74%  3,612 73% 

 

Barron’s Categories  

 1  4,835  46%   2,847 50%  1,988 40% 

 2  2,781  26%   1,410 25%  1,371 28% 

 3  1,948  18%   933 16%  1,015 21% 

 4  675  6%   310 6%  365 7% 

 5  374  4%   171 3%  203 4% 
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3.1d. Summary Statistics 
             

 

  

Sample:  Full (n=10,613)    

                
      

Variables   Mean  Std. Dev. Min.  Max.  
                
 

STAAR Reading  2065.057 238.867   1160  3443 

 

Barron’s Selectivity 1.961  1.100   1  5    

     

Home Value  98063.92 203069.7  0  6255273 

 

GPA   3.212  0.743   0.88  4.96 
             

  

Sample:  2015 (n=5,671)     

                
      

Variables   Mean  Std. Dev. Min.  Max.  
                
 

STAAR Reading  2038.244 209.240   1324  3443   

 

Barron’s Selectivity 1.862  1.067   1  5    

    

Home Value  98582.77 186834.2  0  2673000 

 

GPA   3.155  0.751   1.01  4.95 
             

  

Sample:  2016 (n=4,942)     

                
      

Variables   Mean  Std. Dev. Min.  Max.  
                
 

STAAR Reading  2095.838 265.587   1160  3298  

 

Barron’s Selectivity 2.074  1.126   1  5   

    

Home Value  97466.94 220254.8  0  6255273 

 

GPA   3.276  0.729   0.88  4.96   
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3.1da. Distribution of Home Values 
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3.1e. Ordered Logistic Regression Output 
         

 

Postsecondary program selectivity regressed on gender, white,  

immigrant status, gifted/talented status, ever FRPL, 2016 grad, 

STAAR reading scale score, GPA, and market value of home 

Note: Odds Ratios and Standard Errors reported 
               
 

Variables    Full Model  
         

 

Female           0.807*** 

      (0.033) 

 

White      0.943 

      (0.061) 

 

Immigrant     0.511 *** 

      (0.070) 

 

Gifted/Talented     1.625 *** 

      (0.079) 

 

Ever FRPL     0.713 *** 

      (0.037) 

 

2016 Grad     1.244 *** 

      (0.050) 

 

STAAR Reading Score           1.001*** 

      (0.000) 

 

Weighted Cumulative GPA          7.436*** 

      (0.300) 

 

Market Value of Home    1.000 *** 

      (0.000) 

 

Observations     10,613 

Prob > chi2     0.000 *** 

Pseudo R2     0.237 

 

/cut1      9.013  

      (0.227) 

/cut2      10.801 

      (0.234) 

/cut3      12.839  

      (0.246) 

/cut4      14.328  

      (0.257) 
           

***p≤ 0.001; **p ≤ 0.01; *p ≤ 0.05 
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Section 3.2: Chapter 3 Graphs 

 

3.2a. Contrasts of margins, by group 
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3.2b. Contrasts of margins, year-to-year: Ever FRPL & Non-White Students, 2016 v. 2015 

     
 

 

3.2c. Margins, full sample (max $4mil and $6mil) 

     
 

 

3.2d. Margins, by group: Ever FRPL v. Never FRPL Students (max $4mil) 
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3.2e. Margins, by group: Non-White v. White Students (max $4mil) 

     
 

    
3.2f. Margins, by group: Ever FRPL v. Never FRPL Students (max $6mil) 

     
 
 
3.2g. Margins, by group: Non-White v. White Students (max $6mil) 
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3.2h. Margins, year-to-year: Ever FRPL Students 2016 v. 2015 (max $6mil) 

     

 
3.2i. Margins, year-to-year: Non-White Students 2016 v. 2015 (max $6mil) 
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3.3: Chapter 3 Additional Figures for Multinomial Logistic Regression 

 

3.3a. Predicted probabilities by group, Non-White v. White Students (5th percentile) 

     
 

3.3b. Predicted probabilities by group, Non-White v. White Students (95th percentile) 
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3.4: Chapter 3 Additional Graphs for Multinomial Logistic Regression 

 

3.4a. Margins, by group: Ever FRPL v. Never FRPL Students (max $1mil) 

     
 

3.4b. Margins, by group: Non-White v. White Students (max $1mil) 
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